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We introduce globular posets, an oriented version of thin, recursively dividable posets,
as a new combinatorial presentation of higher categories. We show that globular posets
encompass many common classes of higher-categorical cell shapes, including standard
globes, cubes, oriented simplices, and a large sub-class of opetopes, and that they are
closed under lax Gray products and joins. Then, we prove that they form a well-
behaved sub-class of Steiner’s directed complexes, and derive that each globular poset
presents a polygraph with one generator for each of its elements.
We define a regular polygraph to be a presheaf on a category of globular posets with a
greatest element, and prove that the category of regular polygraphs is equivalent to a
full subcategory of the category of polygraphs. We extend the lax Gray product and join
constructions to regular polygraphs. Finally, we define a geometric realisation functor,
and prove that the geometric realisation of a regular polygraph is a CW complex.
In an appendix, we propose regular polygraphs satisfying a representability property
as a new non-algebraic notion of weak higher category.
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1 Introduction
This article is a study in the combinatorics of higher categories. Its main purpose is
to introduce an alternative development of the theory of polygraphs [Bur93] or com-
putads [Str76], restricted to a well-behaved class that we call regular polygraphs. At
the same time, it lays the groundwork for a new approach to weak higher categories,
mainly inspired by the opetopic or multitopic approach [BD98, HMP00, Che04], which
we presented in a special 2-dimensional case in [Had18b], and will expand in a follow-up
article [Had18a].
On the other hand, this work is technically most indebted to two different, and
separate traditions of research:
1. combinatorial presentations of strict ω-categories, such as pasting schemes [Joh89,
Pow91], parity complexes [Str91], and most of all Steiner’s directed complexes
[Ste93] and augmented directed complexes [Ste04];
2. poset topology, in particular the theory of shellable and CW posets [Bjo¨80, BW83,
Bjo¨84], and the theory of recursively dividable posets [Hac00b].
The two have much in common, yet as far as we know no significant connection has
been made before. We hope that our article may also serve as an access point for those
interested in one area to learn about the other.
The starting point of our work is the observation, made already by Burroni [Bur93],
that a polygraph is a “formal CW complex” inside the category ωCat of strict ω-
categories, with certain ω-categories On, the “standard n-globes”, standing in for the
topological n-balls Dn. This analogy has been effectively developed in a series of works
[Me´t03, Me´t08], culminating in the definition, by Lafont, Me´tayer, and Worytkiewicz, of
a model structure on ωCat [LMW10] where polygraphs have the same role, as cofibrant
objects, that CW complexes have in the classical Quillen-Serre model structure on to-
pological spaces [Qui67, Section II.3].
Under some version of Grothendieck’s homotopy hypothesis — that the homotopy
theory of topological spaces can be formulated in terms of higher groupoids or, a fortiori,
higher categories — we would expect a direct relation between polygraphs and CW
complexes, with polygraphs the strictly more general notion, admitting directed as well
as undirected cells. However, a direct comparison is made difficult by the absence of
a “natural” geometric realisation of strict ω-categories: in fact, C. Simpson proved
that there cannot exist a geometric realisation of strict ω-categories satisfying certain
reasonable conditions [Sim09, Theorem 4.4.2].
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Even if one foregoes a functorial comparison, and only wants to transfer certain
intuitions and methods from algebraic topology to the theory of polygraphs, one faces
the obstacle that many obvious operations on spaces are technically challenging, or ill-
behaved on ω-categories. Consider the lax Gray product of ω-categories [AABS02], an
oriented, non-symmetric counterpart to the cartesian product of spaces, which does not
seem to have a “5-minute definition” for globular strict ω-categories. Steiner’s definition
[Ste04], while elegant, requires a long detour via augmented directed complexes, and
the proof of its validity has been completed only recently, with some effort, by Ara and
Maltsiniotis [AM16].
In [Had17, Chapter 2], we gave evidence of the relevance of lax Gray products of
polygraphs to categorical universal algebra and rewriting; however, when we moved on to
the oriented version of smash products, we faced some serious issues concerning quotients
by subspaces. Indeed, the very notion of subspace of a polygraph is problematic: in the
example by E. Cheng leading to a proof that the category of polygraphs is not cartesian
closed [Che12], two different 2-cells in the boundary of a 3-cell are “indistinguishable”
internally to the category of polygraphs.
There is one way of dealing with all these problems at once: if we restrict to a “large
enough” sub-class of polygraphs which does provably form a presheaf category over a
category of shapes, and there is a natural lax Gray product on the shape category,
and there is a natural geometric realisation functor on the shape category, then we can
canonically extend them to the presheaf category. We propose regular polygraphs as
such a sub-class.
Why regular polygraphs
Informally, a regular polygraph is one whose n-cell shapes have k-dimensional boundaries
shaped as k-dimensional balls, for all k < n. The same restriction has independently
been considered by S. Henry [Hen17], motivated by C. Simpson’s conjecture that the
homotopy hypothesis holds for higher groupoids that have weak units, and are otherwise
strict. Intuitively, any ω-categorical pasting diagram can be turned into a ball-shaped
diagram by inserting enough units: in this sense, regular polygraphs are “large enough”
to support a theory of semi-strict higher categories with weak units.
Besides being natural from the point of view of geometric realisation, the restriction
to regular shapes is suggested by the fact that lax Gray products are easy to calculate
on those ω-categories that can be reconstructed by their “face poset”, that is, the data
of what cells lie in the boundary of other cells. In topology, this is a property of regular
CW complexes, that is, CW complexes whose generating n-cells are homeomorphic to
n-balls.
With that in mind, we turned to the combinatorics of face posets of regular CW
complexes, or CW posets [Bjo¨84]. Certain conditions that have been studied for CW
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posets turn out to have clear oriented analogues, including one called thinness, and cer-
tain variants of shellability [Bjo¨80]. In particular, the oriented analogue of recursive
dividability [Hac00b], which is very naturally compatible with lax Gray products, indi-
viduates a class of pasting diagrams which are iterated composites of n-cells along an
(n− 1)-dimensional cell in their boundary: we call this kind of composition a merger.
We introduce globular posets as an oriented version of thin, recursively dividable
posets, and define regular polygraphs to be the presheaves on a category of globes,
globular posets with a greatest element. Many operations that are hard with polygraphs
are easy with regular polygraphs: taking lax Gray products and joins, stating that a cell
is a sub-cell of another cell, and doing “surgery” of cells, that is, replacing one cell with
another that has the same boundary. The hard part is showing that regular polygraphs
are, in fact, polygraphs.
For this, we pass through Steiner’s notion of directed complexes [Ste93], which of
many combinatorial presentations of ω-categories is closest to globular posets. The
proof that globular posets are directed complexes is fairly straightforward, and each dir-
ected complex generates a polygraph in a specific way. The main challenge is proving
that globular posets are in bijection with the polygraphs they generate: for this, we
generalise some results that Steiner proved under a more restrictive loop-freeness con-
dition. Ultimately, this allows us to exhibit the category of regular polygraphs as a full
subcategory of the category of polygraphs.
The main technical outcome of this result is the definition of the standard regular
resolution of ω-categories — a right adjoint to the inclusion of regular polygraphs into
ω-categories — by which we can incorporate ω-categories into our framework through
their resolutions. Conceptually, on the other hand, we see it mainly as a sanity check: we
intend to pursue the theory of regular polygraphs independently, but this result reassures
us that whatever we do is a continuation of the general theory of polygraphs.
The immediate aim of regular polygraphs is to support a new approach to weak higher
categories, comprising a non-algebraic definition inspired by opetopic higher categories,
a semi-strict algebraic definition, and a semi-strictification construction. We give a first,
brief introduction in Appendix B; a sketch of the general strategy may be extrapolated
from [Had18b], which details it for regular polygraphs truncated to dimension 2, where
an explicit comparison with algebraic bicategories is feasible.
Structure of the article
We start in Section 2 by recalling some notions of order theory and poset topology.
Then, we define an orientation on graded posets, in the form of a labelling of their Hasse
diagrams, and progressively introduce the components of the definition of globular poset:
oriented thinness (Definition 2.9) and globes (Definition 2.13). We define the category
GlobPos of globular posets and inclusions, and prove some of its properties, most
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importantly that globes do not have non-trivial automorphisms (Lemma 2.24).
After discussing some special classes of globes, including a sub-class of the opetopes,
we focus on examples and constructions. We define the suspension (Construction 2.39),
the lax Gray product (Construction 2.43), the join (Construction 2.49), and the duals
(Construction 2.56) of oriented graded posets, and prove that globular posets are closed
under each of them. We also show that some common classes of higher-categorical cell
shapes — the standard globes, the cubes, and the oriented simplices — are globes.
In Section 3, we expand on the theory of globular posets with the use of two main
technical tools: substitutions of a globe for a subglobe with the same boundary (Con-
struction 3.1), and mergers (Construction 3.5), where globes with two maximal elements
are sequentially replaced with atomic globes with a greatest element. We prove that any
globe can be reduced by mergers to an atomic globe (Lemma 3.13), and we use this
to prove that globes satisfy the globularity condition: their input and output boundary
have the same boundaries (Theorem 3.15).
We then consider some consequences of globularity: atomic n-globes are classified by
pairs of (n−1)-globes with isomorphic boundaries (Proposition 3.21), and any globe can
be reduced to a standard globe by a sequence of mergers (Lemma 3.24). We also give a
direct characterisation of the k-dimensional boundaries of a globe (Proposition 3.28).
In Section 4, we define the category rPol of regular polygraphs; the rest of the section
is devoted to showing that it is equivalent to a full subcategory of Pol, the category of
polygraphs. We first recall the definitions of ω-category and of polygraph. Then, we
rephrase Steiner’s definition of directed complexes in our notation (Definition 4.14), and
prove that globular posets are directed complexes (Theorem 4.21).
Each directed complex P presents a polygraph, whose generators correspond to the
elements of P whose closure is a split subset, in Steiner’s terminology. We prove that,
when P is a globular poset, each of its elements satisfies this condition (Theorem 4.41),
and we derive an embedding of GlobPos into Pol (Theorem 4.43). Finally, we extend
this to a full and faithful functor from rPol to Pol (Theorem 4.45). We conclude by
studying the extensions of lax Gray products, joins, and duals to regular polygraphs.
In Section 5, we define the geometric realisation of an oriented graded poset. We
prove that the underlying poset of a globe is recursively dividable (Proposition 5.9),
and derive that the geometric realisation of an n-globe is an n-ball (Theorem 5.10). We
extend the geometric realisation to regular polygraphs, and show that the geometric
realisation of a regular polygraph is a CW complex (Theorem 5.13).
In Appendix A, we give a more detailed proof of the fact that lax Gray products of
globes are globes. In Appendix B, we present the first steps in our approach to weak
higher categories, via the key notion of divisibility of a cell at a subglobe of its boundary
(Definition B.3), up to the definition of representable regular polygraph (Definition B.8),
our non-algebraic notion of higher category.
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Outlook and open problems
Our main concern is now to develop the theory of representable regular polygraphs.
Nevertheless, there are several other problems left open by this work, which may be of
independent interest.
We have turned two problems into formal conjectures. Proving or disproving Conjec-
ture 2.21, that any globe included into another globe is a subglobe, is a problem in the
same vein as many “hierarchy problems” in combinatorial topology, investigating the re-
lation between different properties of posets or simplicial complexes (being shellable, par-
titionable, Cohen-Macaulay...); like them, it may produce a surprising counterexample.
In the same spirit, there is the question with which we end Section 5, that we rephrase
as follows: is there an ω-categorical pasting diagram of atomic n-globes which is shaped
as an n-ball, has k-boundaries shaped as k-balls for all k < n, but is not an n-globe?
Our feeling is that the conjecture is true, and that the answer to this question is yes, but
we do not strongly believe in either, and neither outcome would have a strong impact on
the theory (except that a positive answer to the conjecture would simplify the definition
of globe).
On the other hand, Conjecture 4.51, that the lax Gray product and join of regular
polygraphs coincide with those of ω-categories [AM16], is almost obviously true, and
the fact that there is no obvious proof says more about how difficult it is to work with
these structures on ωCat than anything else. Similarly, we are almost certain that our
positive opetopes (Definition 2.32) coincide with those defined by Zawadowski [Zaw17].
In the latter case, the effort needed to set up a framework in which to formulate a proof
seemed disproportionate in the context of this article, and we sacrificed completeness
for focus. For the same reason, we did not compare globular posets with presentations
of ω-categories other than directed complexes or augmented directed complexes.
Next, our definition of globes is combinatorial, but it is not enumerative: so far, we
have no inductive procedure for generating all non-isomorphic n-globes from atomic n-
globes. Contrast the situation with opetopes and their presentation as zoom complexes
[KJBM10], which has been formally implemented in the Opetopic proof assistant [Fin].
Finally, in an article about polygraphs, we hardly mention their application in re-
writing theory [Laf07, MM16, GM16]. We hope, in fact, that the technical advantages of
regular polygraphs may extend to this field, especially given the role of lax Gray products
in the compositional framework that we proposed in [Had17, Chapter 2], where they are
used to produce higher coherence cells in a systematic way. The main limitation is that
operations or rewrites with a “nullary” input cannot be directly modelled in a regular
polygraph; this could be overcome with an adequate theory of weak units simulating
nullary inputs.
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2 Basic definitions
In this section, we introduce our basic definitions. We borrow extensively from poset
topology, introducing “oriented” versions of several of its definitions, in order to model
the directionality of higher-categorical cells. The key definitions are those of a globe and
of a globular poset. For now we do not go beyond some basic properties of globular posets;
instead we list some familiar examples, and proceed to describe several constructions by
which we can build globular posets from globular posets.
First of all, we recall some basic notions from order theory and poset topology; we
refer to [Wac06] for an overview of the subject. As a rule, we will not notationally
distinguish a poset from its underlying set.
Definition 2.1. Let P be a finite poset with order relation ≤. For all elements x, y ∈ P ,
we say that y covers x if x < y and, for all y′ ∈ X, if x < y′ ≤ y, then y′ = y.
The Hasse diagram of P is the finite directed graph HP with HP0 := P as set of
vertices, and HP1 := {cy,x : y → x | y covers x} as set of edges. We can reconstruct the
partial order on P from its Hasse diagram, letting x ≤ y in P if and only if there is a
path from y to x in HP .
Let P⊥ be P extended with a least element ⊥. We say that P is graded if, for all
x ∈ P , all paths from x to ⊥ in HP⊥ have the same length. If P is graded, for each
x ∈ P , let n + 1 be the length of paths from x to ⊥; then, we define dim(x) := n, the
dimension of x, and let P (n) := {x ∈ P |dim(x) = n}.
For all x, y ∈ P such that x ≤ y, the interval from x to y is the subset [x, y] := {z ∈
P |x ≤ z ≤ y}. If P is graded, all paths from y to x in HP have length dim(y)−dim(x);
this is the length of the interval [x, y]. A graded poset P is thin if all intervals of length
2 in P⊥ contain precisely 4 elements, that is, they are of the form
y
z1 z2
x
in the Hasse diagram HP⊥.
Remark 2.2. The Hasse diagram may have the opposite direction elsewhere in the liter-
ature.
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The following definitions concern special subsets of a (graded) poset.
Definition 2.3. Let P be a poset, and U ⊆ P . The closure of U is the subset clU :=
{x ∈ P | ∃y ∈ U x ≤ y} of P . We say that U is closed if U = clU .
Suppose P is graded, and U ⊆ P is closed; U is also graded with the partial order
inherited from P . We write dim(U) := max{dim(x) |x ∈ U} if U is inhabited, and
dim(∅) = −1; in particular, dim(cl{x}) = dim(x). We say that U is pure if all its
maximal elements have dimension n = dim(U), equivalently, if U = cl(U (n)).
The intuition should be that elements x of dimension n in a graded poset correspond
to n-cells in a pasting diagram, and (n−1)-dimensional elements covered by x to (n−1)-
cells in the boundary of x. The boundary of a higher-categorical cell is partitioned into
an input and an output part: we express this through a labelling of Hasse diagrams.
Definition 2.4. An oriented graded poset is a finite graded poset P together with an
edge-labelling o : HP1 → {+,−} of the Hasse diagram of P (an orientation).
If P,Q are oriented graded posets, an inclusion ı : P →֒ Q is a closed embedding of
posets that is compatible with the orientations, that is, oQ(cı(y),ı(x)) = oP (cy,x) for all
y, x ∈ P such that y covers x. An inclusion is an isomorphism if it is surjective.
We write ogPos for the category of oriented graded posets and inclusions. There is
an obvious forgetful functor ogPos→ Pos to the category of posets and order-preserving
maps.
Remark 2.5. As a closed embedding of graded posets, an inclusion preserves dimensions
and preserves and reflects the covering relation: if y′ = ı(y) and y′ covers x′, then there
is a unique x such that y covers x and x′ = ı(x).
Any closed subset U ⊆ P inherits the structure of an oriented graded poset, which
makes the inclusion of subsets an inclusion U →֒ P of oriented graded posets.
Construction 2.6. Given an oriented graded poset P , let HoP be the directed graph
obtained from HP by reversing the edges labelled −: that is, for all cy,x : y → x in HP ,
• if o(cy,x) = +, there is an edge c
+
y,x : y → x in H
oP ;
• if o(cy,x) = −, there is an edge c
−
y,x : x→ y in H
oP .
If P is graded, we can reconstruct P and its orientation from HoP and the vertex-
labelling dim : P → N: it suffices to reverse the edges going from a vertex of lower
dimension to one of higher dimension in order to recover HP , and those edges are
precisely the ones labelled − by the orientation.
In fact, oriented graded posets correspond bijectively to finite directed graphs H
with a vertex-labelling dim : H0 → N, satisfying the following two properties:
1. for all edges y → x, either dim(x) = dim(y)− 1 or dim(x) = dim(y) + 1;
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2. for all vertices y, if dim(y) > 0, there exist a vertex x with dim(x) = dim(y) − 1
and an edge y → x or x→ y.
To depict an oriented graded poset, we will use interchangeably HP with an edge-
labelling or HoP with relative vertical placement indicating dimension.
Definition 2.7. Let U be a closed n-dimensional subset of an oriented graded poset.
For α ∈ {+,−}, let
∆αU := {x ∈ U |dim(x) = n− 1 and, for all y ∈ U , if y covers x, then o(cy,x) = α},
∂αU := cl(∆αU) ∪ {x ∈ U | for all y ∈ U , if x ≤ y, then dim(y) < n},
∆U := ∆+U ∪∆−U, ∂U := ∂+U ∪ ∂−U.
In particular, when U is pure, ∂αU = cl(∆αU).
We call ∂−U the input boundary and ∂+U the output boundary of U ; together,
they form the boundary ∂U of U . For all x ∈ P , we will use the short-hand notation
∆αx := ∆αcl{x} and ∂αx := ∂αcl{x}.
Remark 2.8. Another equivalent presentation of an oriented graded poset consists of the
function dim : P → N together with disjoint sets ∆+x and ∆−x of (n − 1)-dimensional
elements, for all n and elements x ∈ P (n). If we remove the requirement that ∆+x and
∆−x be disjoint, we obtain what Steiner calls a directed precomplex in [Ste93].
2.1 Globular posets
Given a graded poset P with orientation o, we extend o to P⊥, by setting o(cx,⊥) := +
for all minimal elements x of P . This turns (−)⊥ into an endofunctor on ogPos.
In what follows, we assume the usual “sign rule” multiplication on {+,−}. We will
let variables α, β, . . . range implicitly over {+,−}.
Definition 2.9. An oriented thin poset is an oriented graded poset P with the following
property: P is thin, and for each interval [x, y] of length 2 in P⊥, the labelling
y
z1 z2
x
α1 α2
β1 β2
(1)
satisfies α1β1 = −α2β2.
Example 2.10. For each n ∈ N, let On be the poset with a pair of elements k+, k− for
each k < n and a greatest element n, with the partial order defined by jα ≤ kβ if and
only if j ≤ k. This is a graded poset, with dim(n) = n and dim(kα) = k for all k < n.
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With the orientation o(cy,x) := α if x = k
α, and α ∈ {+,−}, it becomes an oriented
thin poset; in fact, it is the smallest n-dimensional oriented thin poset. The following
are depictions of HO2 and of HoO2, together with the corresponding pasting diagram.
2
1− 1+
0− 0+
− +
−
−
+
+
,
2
1− 1+
0− 0+ ,
0− 0+
1+
1−
2
.
We can see the graph HoO2 as describing a “flow” on the cells of O2, from the input
boundary of a cell, into the cell, into the output boundary; this is indicated by the grey
arrows.
Definition 2.11. We call the oriented graded poset On the standard n-globe.
Remark 2.12. Let O be the full subcategory of ogPos whose objects are the standard
globes. The category ωGph of presheaves on O is the category of globular sets [Lei04,
Section 1.4], also known as ω-graphs.
Thinness (also known as the diamond property in the theory of abstract polytopes
[MS02]) is a local condition, which imposes that the cells be “manifold-like” by ruling out
irregular situations, such as three 1-cells in the boundary of a 2-cell meeting at a single
point. Compatibility of the orientation will be necessary for globularity (case α1 6= α2),
and composability of cells in the same half of the boundary (case α1 = α2).
In order to obtain regular pasting diagrams, we need to complement oriented thinness
with a global condition, preventing cells from having globally non-spherical (for example,
toroidal) boundaries, and ensuring that they have two composable, ball-shaped hemi-
spheres.
Definition 2.13. Let P be an oriented thin poset. We define for each n ∈ N a family
GℓnP of pure n-dimensional subsets of P , the n-globes of P , together with a partial order
⊑ on GℓnP , to be read “is a subglobe of”.
The family Gℓ0P is {{x} |dim(x) = 0}, with the discrete order. Suppose (Gℓn−1P,⊑)
is defined, and let U be pure and n-dimensional. Then U ∈ GℓnP if and only if ∂
+U
and ∂−U are (n− 1)-globes, and, inductively on the number of maximal elements of U ,
either
• U has a greatest element, in which case we call it an atomic n-globe, or
• there is a non-trivial bi-partition {x1,1, . . . , x1,p}, {x2,1, . . . , x2,q} of the maximal
elements of U , such that
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1. U1 := cl{x1,1, . . . , x1,p} and U2 := cl{x2,1, . . . , x2,q} are n-globes,
2. U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+U1 ∩ ∂
−U2 is an (n− 1)-globe, and
3. ∂−U1 ⊑ ∂
−U , ∂+U2 ⊑ ∂
+U , U1 ∩ U2 ⊑ ∂
+U1, and U1 ∩ U2 ⊑ ∂
−U2.
We define ⊑ to be the smallest partial order relation on GℓnP such that U1, U2 ⊑ U , for
all triples U,U1, U2 in the latter situation.
We say that the oriented thin poset P is an n-globe if P ∈ GℓnP , and an atomic
n-globe if it is an n-globe with a greatest element.
Remark 2.14. Our notion of globe is an oriented version of a recursively dividable poset,
as defined in [Hac00b]. We will make the connection precise in Section 5.
Remark 2.15. The definition of n-globe can be formulated in any oriented graded poset,
not necessarily thin, but it leads to identifying as “globes” posets that do not correspond
to any n-categorical cell shape. For example, cl{x} is a “2-globe” in the oriented graded
poset (depicted as the diagram HoP )
x
y− y+
z−1 z
+
1 z
−
2 z
+
2
,
which does not describe a 2-cell.
Example 2.16. The standard n-globes On are atomic n-globes. This is obvious for O0;
for n > 0, ∂+On and ∂−On are both isomorphic to On−1, which is an (n − 1)-globe by
the inductive hypothesis.
Example 2.17. Let us enumerate the lowest-dimensional globes. By definition, there is
only one 0-globe.
The standard 1-globe O1, which we also denote by ~I, is the only oriented thin poset
with a 1-dimensional greatest element, and also the only atomic 1-globe. Any other
1-globe is the “concatenation” #k0
~I of k > 0 atomic 1-globes, corresponding to a pasting
diagram
k − 1
or
k ;
here, we used a dotted edge to indicate a possibly empty finite sequence of edges, and a
dashed one to indicate a non-empty one. It is easy to check that any 1-globe included
in another 1-globe is a subglobe.
We will later prove (Proposition 3.21) that atomic n-globes, for n > 0, are classified
by pairs of (n − 1)-globes with isomorphic boundaries. Because any two 1-globes have
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isomorphic boundaries, atomic 2-globes are classified by pairs (n,m) of non-zero natural
numbers:
m
n
.
A non-atomic 2-globe must have the same boundary as an atomic 2-globe, and split
into two 2-globes U1, U2 whose intersection is a 1-globe contained in ∂
+U1 ∩ ∂
−U2; the
subglobe conditions are always satisfied. By a case distinction, this must happen in one
of the following four ways:
U1
U2
,
U1 U2
,
U2
U1 ,
U1U2
,
where U1 and U2 may be atomic, or may themselves split in one of the four ways.
Atomic 2-globes are precisely the shapes of cells of a regular 2-polygraph, and non-
atomic 2-globes are the shapes of composable diagrams in a merge-bicategory, as defined
in [Had18b]. They are also in bijection with planar, connected string diagrams whose
nodes have at least one input and one output edge [JS91].
Construction 2.18. Unravelling the inductive definition, if U ⊆ P is an n-globe with
maximal elements U (n) = {x1, . . . , xm}, we obtain a rooted binary tree whose vertices
are labelled with subsets V ⊆ U , such that
1. the root is labelled U ,
2. the leaves are labelled with the subsets cl{xi}, i = 1, . . . ,m, and
3. the children of a vertex labelled V have labels V1, V2 with V = V1 ∪ V2.
The sets V satisfy conditions that depend entirely on their boundaries:
1. for each vertex with label V , ∂+V and ∂−V are (n − 1)-globes;
2. if the children of a vertex with label V have labels V1, V2, then ∂
+V1 ∩ ∂
−V2 is a
subglobe of ∂+V1 and of ∂
−V2, while ∂
−V1 and ∂
+V2 are subglobes of ∂
−V and
∂+V , respectively.
We call any such tree a merger tree for the globe U . Intuitively, any branching in a
merger tree corresponds to a well-formed pasting of two n-cells along a shared (n − 1)-
dimensional cell in their boundary.
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In general, a single n-globe can have many merger trees. For example, the pasting
diagram
x1 x2
x3
represents a 2-globe with two valid merger trees:
cl{x1, x2, x3}
cl{x1, x2} cl{x3}
cl{x1} cl{x2}
and
cl{x1, x2, x3}
cl{x2, x3}cl{x1}
cl{x3}cl{x2} .
The following is immediate from the definition.
Proposition 2.19. Let V ⊆ U be two n-globes. Then V ⊑ U if and only if there exists
a merger tree for U with a vertex labelled V .
Remark 2.20. We do not know any examples of pairs V ⊆ U of n-globes such that V is
not a subglobe of U ; thus, there remains the possibility that any subset of an n-globe
which is itself an n-globe is, in fact, a subglobe.
Because of the simplification that it would bring, we formulate this as a conjecture,
but remain cautious about its validity: there is a history of disproved “plausible” conjec-
tures of this sort, see for example [DGKM16]. Thinness and the compatibility with the
orientation may get rid of problematic situations, but we do not see an obvious proof.
Conjecture 2.21. Let U, V be two n-globes, and V ⊆ U . Then V ⊑ U .
The following are some elementary properties of globes.
Lemma 2.22. Let U be an n-globe, n > 0. Then:
(a) ∆+U and ∆−U are disjoint and both inhabited;
(b) each x ∈ ∆U is covered by a single element, and each x ∈ U (n−1) \∆U is covered
by exactly two elements with opposite orientations.
Proof. For the first point, observe that ∂αU , being an (n−1)-globe, is pure and (n−1)-
dimensional, hence it is equal to the closure of ∆αU , which is necessarily inhabited.
Disjointness of ∆+U and ∆−U is obvious if U is atomic; otherwise, U splits as U1 ∪ U2
with U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+U1 ∩ ∂
−U2 = cl(∆
+U1 ∩∆
−U2). Then
∆−U = ∆−U1 +∆
−U2 \∆
+U1, ∆
+U = ∆+U2 +∆
+U1 \∆
−U2,
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where + indicates disjoint union of sets, and we can derive the statement for U from the
statement for U1 and U2.
The second point is obvious if U is atomic. Otherwise, suppose U splits as U1 ∪ U2;
then
∆U = (∆U1 \∆U2) + (∆U2 \∆U1),
U (n−1) \∆U = (U
(n−1)
1 \∆U1) + (U
(n−1)
2 \∆U2) + (∆
+U1 ∩∆
−U2).
By the inductive hypothesis applied to U1, elements of ∆U1 \ ∆U2 are covered by a
single element of U1 and no elements of U2, while elements of U
(n−1)
1 \∆U1 are covered
by two elements of U1 with opposite orientations and no elements of U2. We similarly
deal with elements of ∆U2 \∆U1 and U
(n−1)
2 \∆U2. Finally, elements of ∆
+U1 ∩∆
−U2
are covered by a single element of U1 with orientation + and a single element of U2 with
orientation −. This completes the case distinction.
Lemma 2.23. Let U be an n-globe, n > 0. For all x ∈ ∆−U and x′ ∈ ∆+U , there is a
path from x to x′ in HoU passing only through n-dimensional and (n − 1)-dimensional
elements.
Proof. By induction on the number of maximal elements of U : if U is atomic with
greatest element y, then x→ y → x′ is such a path. Otherwise, U splits into subglobes
as U1 ∪U2. If x, x
′ are both in ∆U1 or in ∆U2, we use the inductive hypothesis directly.
Otherwise, there is at least one (n− 1)-dimensional element z ∈ ∆+U1 ∩∆
−U2. By the
inductive hypothesis, there are paths x → . . . → z in HoU1 and z → . . . → x
′ in HoU2,
which join to form a path x→ . . .→ x′ in HoU .
Lemma 2.24. Let U be a globe and ı : U →֒ U an automorphism. Then ı is the identity
on U .
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension of U . If U is a 0-globe, the statement
obviously holds, so let U be an n-globe with n > 0. Inclusions preserve the dimension
of elements; moreover, if x is covered by a single element y with orientation α, then ı(x)
is covered only by ı(y) with the same orientation: since ı is surjective, any y˜ covering
ı(x) is the image of some y′ covering x. By Lemma 2.22, ı(∆αU) ⊆ ∆αU . Because ı is
injective, in fact ı(∆αU) = ∆αU , and because it is also closed, ı(∂αU) = ∂αU . Thus ı
restricts to an automorphism of the (n − 1)-globe ∂αU : by the inductive hypothesis, it
is the identity on ∂U .
By the same reasoning, if ı(x) = x for an n-dimensional element x, then ı is also
the identity on ∂x, that is, ı is the identity on cl{x}. Therefore, to prove that ı is the
identity on U , it suffices to prove that it fixes all the n-dimensional elements.
For all n-dimensional x ∈ U , there exists a path x = x0 → y0 → x1 → . . . →
xm → ym in H
oU , where the xi are n-dimensional, the yi are (n − 1)-dimensional, and
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ym ∈ ∆
+U : given xi, we can always pick some yi ∈ ∆
+xi; if yi ∈ ∆
+U , we stop,
otherwise we take xi+1 such that yi ∈ ∆
−xi+1. Any such path is mapped by ı to a
path ı(x) → ı(y0) → . . . → ı(xm) → ı(ym) = ym; but ym is only covered by xm in U ,
so ı(xm) = xm. It follows that ı is the identity on ∂xm, hence also ı(ym−1) = ym−1;
but ym−1 is only covered by xm and by xm−1 in U , so ı(xm−1) = xm−1. Proceeding
backwards in this way, we find that ı(x) = x, and we conclude.
Remark 2.25. It follows that two globes can only be isomorphic in a single way, and we
can speak of globes “being isomorphic” without having to indicate a specific isomorph-
ism.
Definition 2.26. A globular poset is an oriented thin poset P such that, for all x ∈ P ,
cl{x} is a globe.
We write GlobPos for the full subcategory of ogPos on globular posets.
Remark 2.27. Any globular poset is the colimit in GlobPos of the diagram of inclusions
of its atomic globes.
Example 2.28. It is immediate from the definition that any closed subset of a globular
poset, with the order and orientation obtained by restriction, is also a globular poset.
Any n-globe U in an oriented thin poset is a globular poset. This is obvious for
n = 0; suppose n > 0, and x ∈ U . If dim(x) = n, cl{x} is required by definition to be
an n-globe. If dim(x) < n, then x belongs to the (n− 1)-globe ∂αcl{y} for some y, and
we can apply the inductive hypothesis to conclude that cl{x} is a globe.
Example 2.29. The following is an oriented thin poset which is not globular:
x
y−1 y
+
1 y
−
2 y
+
2
z−1 z
+
1 z
−
2 z
+
2
.
This is because neither cl{y−1 , y
−
2 } nor cl{y
+
1 , y
+
2 } are 1-globes, so cl{x} is not a 2-globe.
We briefly consider some restricted classes of globes that may be of independent
interest.
Definition 2.30. An n-globe U is simple if n = 0, or if n > 0, ∂+U and ∂−U are simple
(n−1)-globes, and either U is atomic, or U splits into simple subglobes U1, U2 such that
U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+U1 ∩ ∂
−U2 is an atomic (n− 1)-globe.
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Example 2.31. The 0-globe and all 1-globes are simple; consequently, all atomic 2-globes
are simple. However, a non-atomic 2-globe U is only simple if the intersection of any
pair of subglobes is, at most, an atomic 1-globe, that is, if U splits as
U1
U2
,
U1 U2
,
U2
U1 ,
U1U2
,
where U1 and U2 are both simple.
The simple 2-globes are precisely the shapes of composable diagrams in regular poly-
bicategories [Had18b], a variant of poly-bicategories [CKS03], which themselves are the
version with many 0-cells of planar polycategories [CS97]. The restriction to a single
shared 1-dimensional element models the restriction to a single shared formula in the
cut rule of sequent calculus.
Among the planar string diagrams that correspond to 2-globes, the simple ones are
those that are loop-free, or contractible as graphs.
Definition 2.32. An n-globe U is a positive opetope if n = 0, or if n > 0 and, for all
x ∈ U with dim(x) > 0, ∂+x is an atomic globe.
The name “positive opetope” has been given by Zawadowski [Zaw17] to a restricted
class of opetopes [BD98, HMP00]. Our results in Subsection 4.4 imply that presheaves
over positive opetopes in our sense are positive opetopic sets in Zawadowski’s sense. We
have not attempted a formal proof, but we are confident that the two notions of positive
opetope coincide.
Remark 2.33. If an opetope is not a positive opetope, then it is not a globe: non-
positivity implies that the input boundary of an n-dimensional greatest element is k-
dimensional, with k < n− 1.
Lemma 2.34. Let U be a positive opetope. Then ∂+U is atomic.
Proof. By induction on the number of maximal elements of U : if U is atomic, the
statement is true by definition. Otherwise, suppose U splits as U1 ∪U2: then U1 ∩U2 ⊑
∂+U1, and by the inductive hypothesis ∂
+U1 is atomic, so U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+U1. It follows
that ∂+U = ∂+U2 is atomic.
Proposition 2.35. All positive opetopes are simple globes.
Proof. Let U be a positive opetope; we proceed by induction on the dimension n of U .
If n = 0, there is nothing to prove, so suppose n > 0. Clearly, if V ⊆ U is a globe,
then it is also a positive opetope. By the inductive hypothesis, ∂+U and ∂−U are simple
globes. If U is atomic, there is nothing else to prove; otherwise, U splits as U1 ∪U2, and
by Lemma 2.34 U1 ∩ U2 ⊑ ∂
+U1 implies U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+U1, an atomic globe.
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Example 2.36. The 0-globe and all 1-globes are positive opetopes. The atomic 2-
dimensional positive opetopes are classified by a single non-zero natural number, which
we identify with the planar rooted tree with a root and n leaves:
1
n
↔
n. . . .
A non-atomic 2-dimensional positive opetope splits as
U2
U1
↔
. . . . . .
. . . ,
where U1 and U2 are both positive opetopes. We see that 2-dimensional positive opetopes
are in bijection with finite planar rooted trees with at least one edge, and they are
precisely the shapes of composable diagrams in a regular multi-bicategory [Had18b].
Remark 2.37. General opetopes have been classified in [KJBM10] in terms of combinat-
orial objects called zoom complexes. If our positive opetopes coincide with Zawadowski’s,
they should be classified by a sub-class of zoom complexes, where each “dot” in a tree,
as defined there, has at least one input edge.
2.2 Constructions of globular posets
We describe some constructions that produce globular posets from other globular posets,
some of them the same that Steiner considered in [Ste93, Theorem 2.19] for directed
complexes.
Construction 2.38. Let P,Q be oriented graded posets. The disjoint union P +Q of
P and Q as posets is graded, and inherits an orientation from its components. Clearly,
P +Q is an oriented thin poset or a globular poset whenever P and Q are.
Construction 2.39. Let P be an oriented graded poset. The suspension ΣP of P is
the oriented graded poset obtained from P by adjoining two minimal elements ⊥− and
⊥+, such that ⊥α < x for all x ∈ P , and, for all 0-dimensional y ∈ P , o(cy,⊥−) := − and
o(cy,⊥+) := +. If dim(x) = n in P , then dim(x) = n+ 1 in ΣP .
This construction extends to an endofunctor Σ on ogPos.
Lemma 2.40. If P is an oriented thin poset, then ΣP is an oriented thin poset.
Proof. Let [x, y] be an interval of length 2 in ΣP⊥.
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• If dim(x) > 0 in ΣP , then [x, y] corresponds to an interval in P , which is of the
required form (1) by hypothesis.
• If dim(x) = 0 in ΣP , then x = ⊥α, and by construction [⊥α, y] is isomorphic to
the interval [⊥, y] in P⊥ as a poset. By oriented thinness of P , it is of the form
y
z1 z2
⊥α
β −β
α α
.
• If x = ⊥, then y is a 0-dimensional element of P , and by construction [⊥, y] is
y
⊥− ⊥+
⊥
− +
+ +
.
This proves that ΣP is an oriented thin poset.
Proposition 2.41. Let P be an oriented thin poset. Then U is an (n− 1)-globe in P if
and only if ΣU is an n-globe in ΣP . Consequently, if P is a globular poset, then ΣP is
a globular poset.
Proof. For all 0-dimensional x ∈ P , cl{x} is a 1-globe in ΣP . For all other 0-dimensional
y in P , it is always the case that ∂αx∩∂−αy is empty in ΣP ; it follows that there are no
non-atomic 1-globes in ΣP . Hence, we can establish a bijection between Gℓ1(ΣP ) and
Gℓ0P , and use it as the basis of an inductive proof that Gℓn(ΣP ) is in bijection with
Gℓn−1P , for all n > 0: if U is an (n − 1)-globe in P , then ΣU = U ∪ {⊥
+,⊥−} is an
n-globe in ΣP .
Because Σcl{x} is just cl{x} in ΣP , it follows that ΣP is globular whenever P is
globular.
Example 2.42. For all n > 0, Σ(On−1) is isomorphic to On.
Construction 2.43. Let P,Q be oriented graded posets. The lax Gray product P ⊠Q
of P and Q is the product poset P ×Q, which is graded, with the following orientation:
write x⊠ y for an element (x, y) of P ×Q, seen as an element of P ⊠Q; then, for all x′
covered by x in P , and all y′ covered by y in Q, let
o(cx⊠ y,x′⊠ y) := oP (cx,x′),
o(cx⊠ y,x⊠ y′) := (−)
dim(x)oQ(cy,y′),
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where oP and oQ are the orientations of P and Q, respectively.
The lax Gray product defines a monoidal structure on ogPos, whose monoidal unit
is 1, the oriented graded poset with a single element.
Remark 2.44. The choice of orientation comes from tensor products of chain complexes;
we will see from Construction 3.18 that it ensures that a certain functor from GlobPos
to a category of chain complexes with additional structure is monoidal.
Lemma 2.45. If P,Q are oriented thin posets, then P ⊠Q is an oriented thin poset.
Proof. An interval of length 2 in P ⊠Q has one of the following forms:
• [x′, x]⊠ {y} for some interval [x′, x] of length 2 in P , and y ∈ Q;
• {x}⊠ [y′, y] for some interval [y′, y] of length 2 in Q, and x ∈ P ;
• [x′⊠ y′, x⊠ y], where x covers x′ in P and y covers y′ in Q.
In the first two cases, oriented thinness follows from the oriented thinness of P and Q,
respectively. In the last case, let α := oP (cx,x′), β := oQ(cy,y′). Then the interval has
the form
x⊠ y
x′⊠ y x⊠ y′
x′⊠ y′
α (−)
dim(x)β
(−)dim(x
′)β α
in the labelled Hasse diagram of P ⊠Q, and (−)dim(x
′) = (−)dim(x)−1 = −(−)dim(x). The
case of intervals [⊥, x⊠ y] in (P ⊠Q)⊥ can easily be handled explicitly.
In fact, the lax Gray product preserves the class of globes, and consequently of
globular posets. We give a first sketch of the proof.
Lemma 2.46. Let U be an n-globe and V an m-globe. Then U ⊠V is an (n+m)-globe.
If U ′ ⊑ U and V ′ ⊑ V , then U ′⊠V ′ ⊑ U ⊠V .
Sketch of the proof. We proceed by double induction on the dimension and number of
maximal elements of U and V . If U or V is 0-dimensional, then U ⊠V is isomorphic to
V or U , respectively, and there is nothing to prove.
Suppose n,m > 0; then U ⊠V is pure and (n +m)-dimensional. We first need to
show that ∂α(U ⊠V ) is a globe. We have
∂α(U ⊠V ) = (∂αU ⊠V ) ∪ (U ⊠ ∂(−)
nαV );
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by the inductive hypothesis, both (∂αU ⊠V ) and (U ⊠ ∂(−)
nαV ) are (n+m− 1)-globes,
and their intersection ∂αU ⊠ ∂(−)
nαV is an (n+m− 2)-globe. We can show that this is,
in fact, a decomposition into subglobes.
If U and V are atomic, there is nothing else to prove. Suppose U is non-atomic and
splits as U1∪U2, so U ⊠V = (U1⊠V )∪(U2⊠V ). By the inductive hypothesis, (U1⊠V )
and (U2⊠V ) are both (n + m)-globes, and their intersection (U1⊠V ) ∩ (U2⊠V ) =
(U1 ∩ U2)⊠ V is an (n +m − 1)-globe. We can show that this is a decomposition into
subglobes.
In the same way, if V splits as V1 ∪ V2, we can show that U ⊠V splits as (U ⊠V1) ∪
(U ⊠V2).
While the structure of the proof is straightforward, checking the various subglobe
conditions on the boundaries, or that the ∂β(∂α(U ⊠V )) are themselves globes, requires
a series of tedious inductive arguments. We give a more detailed proof in Appendix A,
and note that it would be greatly simplified by a proof of Conjecture 2.21.
Proposition 2.47. If P,Q are globular posets, then P ⊠Q is a globular poset.
Proof. For all x ∈ P and y ∈ Q, we have cl{x⊠ y} = cl{x}⊠ cl{y}, which is a globe by
Lemma 2.46.
Thus, the monoidal structure (ogPos,⊠, 1) restricts to GlobPos.
Example 2.48. The n-fold lax Gray product Kn := ~I ⊠ . . . ⊠ ~I︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
is the n-cube, with the
conventional orientation of homological algebra [AABS02].
Construction 2.49. Let P,Q be oriented graded posets, and take the lax Gray product
P⊥⊠Q⊥. This has a unique 0-dimensional element ⊥⊠⊥, and all 1-dimensional ele-
ments x⊠⊥ and ⊥⊠ y cover it with orientation +; thus, P⊥⊠Q⊥ is isomorphic to
(P ⋆Q)⊥ for a unique oriented graded poset P ⋆Q, the join of P and Q.
We introduce the following notation for elements of P ⋆Q:
• for all x ∈ P (n), we write x ∈ P ⋆Q for the n-dimensional element corresponding
to x⊠⊥ in P⊥⊠Q⊥;
• for all y ∈ Q(m), we write y ∈ P ⋆Q for the m-dimensional element corresponding
to ⊥⊠ y in P⊥⊠Q⊥;
• for all x ∈ P , y ∈ Q, we write x ⋆ y ∈ P ⋆Q for the (n+m+1)-dimensional element
corresponding to x⊠ y in P⊥⊠Q⊥.
The first two define inclusions P →֒ P ⋆Q and Q →֒ P ⋆Q.
The join is an associative operation because the lax Gray product is, and it extends
to a monoidal structure on ogPos, whose unit is the empty oriented graded poset ∅.
This makes (−)⊥ a monoidal functor from (ogPos, ⋆ , ∅) to (ogPos, ⊠ , 1).
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Remark 2.50. By monoidal functor, we always mean a strong monoidal functor.
Lemma 2.51. If P,Q are oriented thin posets, then P ⋆Q is an oriented thin poset.
Proof. An interval of length 2 in (P ⋆Q)⊥ = P⊥⊠Q⊥ is either of the form [x
′, x]⊠ {y}, or
of the form {x}⊠ [y′, y], or of the form [x′⊠ y′, x⊠ y] for some x′, x ∈ P⊥ and y
′, y ∈ Q⊥.
In the first two cases, we can use oriented thinness of P and Q. In the third case, if
x′, y′ 6= ⊥ we can use oriented thinness of P ⊠Q. The remaining few cases are easily
checked explicitly.
Proposition 2.52. Let U be an n-globe and V an m-globe. Then U ⋆V is an (n+m+1)-
globe. If U ′ ⊑ U and V ′ ⊑ V , then U ′ ⋆ V ′ ⊑ U ⋆V .
Proof. Consider the following assignment j of elements of ΣU ⊠ΣV to elements of U ⋆V
(not an inclusion of oriented graded posets):
j(z) :=


x⊠⊥+ if z = x ∈ P,
⊥+⊠ y if z = y ∈ Q,
x⊠ y if z = x ⋆ y, x ∈ P, y ∈ Q.
This is induced by (U ⋆V )⊥ = (U⊥⊠V⊥) via the functions U⊥ → ΣU , V⊥ → ΣV that
map ⊥ to ⊥+.
For all closedW ⊆ ΣU ⊠ΣV , we have j−1(∂αW ) = ∂α(j−1(W )). We will prove that,
for all k > 0, if W is a k-globe and W 6⊆ (ΣU ⊠ {⊥−})∪ ({⊥−}⊠ΣV ), then j−1(W ) is a
(k − 1)-globe in U ⋆V , and if W ′ ⊑W is another k-globe with the same property, then
j−1(W ′) ⊑ j−1(W ).
The only atomic 1-globes that satisfy the condition are those of the form cl{x⊠⊥+}
and cl{⊥+⊠ y} for some x ∈ U (0), y ∈ V (0), whose inverse images are the 0-globes {x}
and {y}, respectively. It is easy to check that no non-atomic 1-globe W of ΣU ⊠ΣV can
contain two of them, so j−1(W ) is always a singleton, that is, a 0-globe.
Let W be a k-globe satisfying the condition, and k > 1. At least one maximal
element z of W is not of the form x⊠⊥− or ⊥−⊠ y. Then, z covers with orientation
α at least one element which is not of the form x⊠⊥− or ⊥−⊠ y. Such an element is
either in ∆αW , or, by Lemma 2.22, it is covered with orientation −α by another element,
necessarily also not in (ΣU ⊠ {⊥−}) ∪ ({⊥−}⊠ΣV ).
We can iterate until we reach ∆αW : this proves that ∂αW 6⊆ (ΣU ⊠ {⊥−}) ∪
({⊥−}⊠ΣV ), and we can use the inductive hypothesis to deduce that ∂α(j−1(W )) =
j−1(∂αW ) is a (k − 2)-globe in U ⋆V . If W is atomic, then j−1(W ) also has a greatest
element, and it is an atomic (k − 1)-globe.
SupposeW splits asW1∪W2. IfW1 ⊆ (ΣU ⊠ {⊥−})∪({⊥−}⊠ΣV ), then j−1(W ) =
j−1(W2), a (k−1)-globe by the inductive hypothesis; similarly withW1 andW2 swapped.
Otherwise, j−1(W1) and j
−1(W2) are (k − 1)-globes by the inductive hypothesis.
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Moreover, there is at least one element z ∈ ∆−W1 and one element z
′ ∈ ∆+W2 that
is not in (ΣU ⊠ {⊥−}) ∪ ({⊥−}⊠ΣV ). By Lemma 2.23, there is a path from z to z′ in
HoW passing only through k-dimensional and (k − 1)-dimensional elements. Now, any
pair of elements that cover x⊠⊥− or ⊥−⊠ y and are not of the form x′⊠⊥− or ⊥−⊠ y′
must cover it with the same orientation. That means that no such path in HoW can
both enter and leave elements of (ΣU ⊠ {⊥−}) ∪ ({⊥−}⊠ΣV ): consequently, the path
from z to z′ never passes through them. But this path must pass through an element of
W1 ∩W2, so W1 ∩W2 6⊆ (ΣU ⊠ {⊥
−}) ∪ ({⊥−}⊠ΣV ).
By the inductive hypothesis, j−1(W1 ∩W2) = j
−1(W1) ∩ j
−1(W2) is a (k− 2)-globe,
and all the relevant subglobe conditions also hold.
By Lemma 2.46, ΣU ⊠ΣV is an (n+m+ 2)-globe, so U ⋆V = j−1(ΣU ⊠ΣV ) is an
(n +m+ 1)-globe. By Proposition 2.41 and Lemma 2.46, if U ′ ⊑ U and V ′ ⊑ V , then
ΣU ′⊠ΣV ′ ⊑ ΣU ⊠ΣV , and we deduce U ′ ⋆V ′ ⊑ U ⋆V .
Proposition 2.53. If P,Q are globular posets, then P ⋆Q is a globular poset.
Proof. For all x ∈ P and y ∈ Q, that cl{x} and cl{y} are globes in P ⋆Q is immediate
from the existence of inclusions P,Q →֒ P ⋆Q, while cl{x ⋆ y} = cl{x} ⋆ cl{y} is a globe
by Proposition 2.52.
It follows that the monoidal structure (ogPos, ⋆ , ∅) also restricts toGlobPos; notice
however that (−)⊥ is not an endofunctor on GlobPos.
Example 2.54. The (n + 1)-fold join ∆n := 1 ⋆ . . . ⋆ 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
is the oriented n-simplex [Str87].
Remark 2.55. Lax Gray products and joins do not preserve the class of positive opetopes,
nor the class of simple globes. For the first class, we can take the 2-cube K2 = ~I ⊠ ~I or
the 2-simplex ∆2 = ~I ⋆ 1 as counterexamples, since both ~I and 1 are positive opetopes;
note however that the dual (∆2)
◦
, defined later in this section, is a positive opetope.
For the second class, the 2-cube K2 is a simple globe, but neither the 3-cube K3 =
K2⊠ ~I, nor the join K2 ⋆ 1 are simple globes:
x y
zK2 : ,
0 i~I : ,
01 : ,
z⊠0
x⊠i
y⊠i∂−(K2⊠ ~I) :
, x ⋆ 0
y ⋆ 0
z
∂−(K2 ⋆ 1) :
.
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Construction 2.56. Let P be an oriented graded poset, and J ⊆ N+ = N \ {0}. Then
DJ(P ), the J-dual of P , is the oriented graded poset with the same underlying poset as
P , and the orientation o′ defined by
o′(cx,y) :=
{
−o(cx,y), dim(x) ∈ J,
o(cx,y), dim(x) 6∈ J,
for all elements x, y ∈ P such that x covers y. This extends to an involutive endofunctor
DJ(−) on ogPos.
Proposition 2.57. Let P be a globular poset, J ⊆ N+. Then DJ(P ) is a globular poset.
Proof. The underlying poset of DJ(P ) is the same as the underlying poset of P , so it
is thin when P is. Moreover, suppose diagram (1) represents an interval of length 2 in
P⊥. In DJ(P )⊥, the orientation α1 is flipped if and only if α2 is, and the same holds of
the orientations β1 and β2. In any case, the product α1β1 is flipped if and only if the
product α2β2 is.
Next, we show that for any globe U in P , the corresponding subset DJ(U) of DJ(P )
is a globe, and if V ⊑ U , then DJ(V ) ⊑ DJ (U). If U is a 0-globe, this is obvious.
Suppose U is an n-globe; then ∂αDJ (U) = DJ(∂
±αU), depending on whether n ∈ J
or not, and in any case an (n − 1)-globe by the inductive hypothesis. If U is atomic,
this is sufficient. Otherwise, U splits as U1 ∪ U2. It is straightforward to verify that,
if n ∈ J , then DJ (U) splits as DJ(U2) ∪ DJ(U1), and if n /∈ J , then DJ(U) splits as
DJ(U1) ∪DJ(U2).
Since the closure of an element x in DJ(P ) is equal to DJ (cl{x}), this proves that
DJ(P ) is a globular poset.
There are three particularly interesting instances of J-duals:
1. P ◦ := DN+(P ),
2. P op := DJodd(P ) where Jodd = {2n − 1 |n > 0}, and
3. P co := DJeven(P ) where Jeven = {2n |n > 0}.
Clearly, P ◦ = (P co)op = (P op)co.
Proposition 2.58. Let P,Q be two oriented graded posets. Then:
(a) x⊠ y 7→ y⊠x defines an isomorphism between (P ⊠Q)op and Qop⊠P op and
between (P ⊠Q)co and Qco⊠P co;
(b) x ⋆ y 7→ y ⋆ x defines an isomorphism between (P ⋆Q)op and Qop ⋆P op.
Consequently, x⊠ y 7→ x⊠ y defines an isomorphism between (P ⊠Q)◦ and P ◦⊠Q◦.
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Proof. Let x⊠ y ∈ (P ⊠Q)op, with dim(x) = n and dim(y) = m. Then x⊠ y covers
x′⊠ y in (P ⊠Q)op with orientation α if and only if x⊠ y covers x′⊠ y in P ⊠Q with
orientation (−)n+mα, if and only x covers x′ in P with orientation (−)n+mα, if and only
if x covers x′ in P op with orientation (−)n(−)n+mα = (−)mα, if and only if y⊠x covers
y⊠x′ in Qop⊠P op with orientation α.
Similarly, x⊠ y covers x⊠ y′ in (P ⊠Q)op with orientation α if and only if x⊠ y
covers x⊠ y′ in P ⊠Q with orientation (−)n+mα, if and only if y covers y′ in Q with
orientation (−)n(−)n+mα = (−)mα, if and only if y covers y′ in Qop with orientation
(−)m(−)mα = α, if and only if y⊠x covers y′⊠x in Qop⊠P op with orientation α.
The proofs for (P ⊠Q)co and (P ⋆Q)op are analogous.
Remark 2.59. There is no isomorphism between (P ⋆Q)co and Qco ⋆P co, unless P or Q
is empty: if x ∈ P and y ∈ Q are 0-dimensional, then x ⋆ y covers y in (P ⋆Q)co with
orientation +, but y ⋆ x covers y in Qco ⋆P co with orientation −.
3 Further properties
In this section, we develop the theory of globular posets. First of all, we study substitu-
tions of globes for subglobes of another globe: these give a concrete way of performing
“surgery” of cells, which in the theory of polygraphs is usually done only by syntactic
means.
We then introduce mergers, the natural notion of composition for cells in a globular
poset or regular polygraph: the substitution of an atomic n-globe for a pair of n-globes
intersecting at an (n − 1)-globe. While mergers are meant to play a direct role in our
definition of algebraic, semi-strict higher categories, in this article they are mainly of
technical utility: we use them in our proof that the globes in a globular poset form a
globular set, that is, if U is a globe, then ∂α(∂+U) = ∂α(∂−U) (globularity condition).
This is necessary for globes to be interpreted as cells in a higher category.
We conclude the section by exploring some consequences of globularity, and by giving
a direct characterisation of the k-dimensional boundary of an n-globe, for each k < n.
3.1 Substitutions and mergers
Construction 3.1. Let U be an n-globe, V ⊑ U a subglobe, and W another n-globe
such that there are isomorphisms ı− : ∂−W →֒ ∂−V and ı+ : ∂+W →֒ ∂+V of (n − 1)-
globes (hence also an isomorphism ı : ∂W →֒ ∂V ).
Then, we define U [W/V ] to be the result of replacing V with W in U , identifying
∂V and ∂W through ı: that is, U [W/V ] is the set (U \ V ) +W , with x ≤ y if and only
if
• x, y ∈ U \ V and x ≤ y in U , or x, y ∈W and x ≤ y in W , or
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• x ∈ U \ V , y ∈ W , and there exists z ∈ ∂W such that x ≤ ı(z) in U and z ≤ y in
W , or
• x ∈W , y ∈ U \ V , and there exists z ∈ ∂W such that x ≤ z in W and ı(z) ≤ y in
U .
Then U [W/V ] is still a pure graded poset, and inherits an orientation from those of U
and W . Notice that ∂αU [W/V ] is isomorphic to ∂αU .
We call this a substitution of W for the subglobe V of U .
Remark 3.2. By Lemma 2.24, there can be at most one isomorphism between any pair
of globes, so the notation U [W/V ] is unambiguous even though it does not specify an
isomorphism.
Example 3.3. The following depicts a substitution on a 2-globe:
V :
 
U :
W :
U [W/V ] :
.
Lemma 3.4 (Substitution). The oriented graded poset U [W/V ] is an n-globe. If V ⊑
V ′ ⊑ U for an n-globe V ′, then W ⊑ V ′[W/V ] ⊑ U [W/V ].
Proof. Let [x, y] be an interval in U [W/V ]. If y ∈ W , the interval is entirely contained
in W ; if y ∈ U \ V , the interval is entirely contained in the closed subset (U \ V ) + ∂W ,
which is isomorphic to U \ (V \ ∂V ), a closed subset of U . Oriented thinness of U [W/V ]
follows from the oriented thinness of W and of U \ (V \ ∂V ).
Next, we proceed by induction on increasing V ′ with V ⊑ V ′ ⊑ U . If V ′ = V ,
then V ′[W/V ] = W . Suppose that V ′ splits as V ′1 ∪ V
′
2 , with V ⊑ V
′
i ; without loss of
generality, suppose i = 1. Then V ′[W/V ] = V ′1 [W/V ]∪V
′
2 , where V
′
1 [W/V ] is a globe by
the inductive hypothesis and V ′2 by assumption. Moreover, ∂
αV ′1 [W/V ] = ∂
αV ′1 , so the
subglobe conditions satisfied by V ′1 ∪ V
′
2 are also satisfied by V
′
1 [W/V ] ∪ V
′
2 .
This proves that V ′[W/V ] is a globe with W ⊑ V ′[W/V ]. The statement follows
from the fact that any chain V ⊏ . . . ⊏ U is finite.
Construction 3.5. Let P be an oriented thin poset, and U ⊆ P an n-globe with the
following properties:
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1. U has exactly two maximal elements, x1 and x2, and
2. cl{x1}∩cl{x2} = ∂
+x1∩∂
−x2 = cl{y} for an (n−1)-dimensional element y, which
is only covered by x1 and x2 in P .
Let P ′ be the poset obtained from P by removing y, and identifying x1 and x2; we write
x˜ for the result of the identification. We write mU : P  P
′ for the partial function that
is undefined on y and sends x1 and x2 to x˜. We say that mU is a simple merger from P
to P ′, or that mU merges x1 and x2.
First of all, P ′ is graded. Let z ∈ P ′, and consider the set of all paths from z to ⊥
in HP ′⊥. Suppose first z = x˜: then any path from z to ⊥ corresponds to a path from x1
or x2 to ⊥ in HP⊥ that does not pass through y. By Lemma 2.22, both x1 and x2 cover
at least another element besides y, so there is at least one such path, and they are all of
the same length n+ 1.
Suppose z 6= x˜, so z corresponds to a unique element of P .
• If z < y, or if z and y are incomparable in P , then any path from z to ⊥ in HP ′⊥
corresponds to a path of the same length dim(z) + 1 in HP⊥.
• If y < z in P , because y is only covered by x1 and x2 in P , then also x1 ≤ z or
x2 ≤ z in P , hence x˜ ≤ z in P
′. Therefore paths from z to ⊥ in HP ′⊥ either do
not pass through x˜, in which case they correspond to paths of the same length
dim(z)+1 in HP⊥, or they pass through x˜, in which case they correspond to paths
from z to xi in HP⊥ (of length dim(z) − n), followed by paths from xj to ⊥ in
HP⊥ (of length n+ 1), for some i, j ∈ {1, 2}.
In each case, z has a well-defined dimension in P ′, the same it had in P .
Next, we define an orientation o′ on P ′ as follows: o′(cw,z) := o(cw,z) if w, z 6= x˜;
o′(cw,x˜) := o(cw,xi) if w covers xi in P , and similarly o
′(cx˜,z) := o(cxi,z) if xi covers z
in P , for some i ∈ {1, 2}. Only y is covered both by x1 and by x2 in P , so o
′(cx˜,z) is
well-defined for all z ∈ P ′. Suppose that w covers both x1 and x2 in P ; then, by the
oriented thinness of P , we have
w
x1 x2
y
α1 α2
+ − ,
(2)
in HP , so o(cw,x1) = α1 = α2 = o(cw,x2), which proves that o
′(cw,x˜) is also well-defined.
This makes P ′ an oriented graded poset.
Remark 3.6. If P is an n-globe and mU : P  P
′ a simple merger where U ⊑ P , then P ′
is isomorphic to P [U ′/U ], where U ′ is an atomic n-globe with ∂αU ′ = ∂αU . By Lemma
3.4, P ′ is also an n-globe.
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Example 3.7. The following depicts a sequence of two simple mergers on a 2-globe:
  
.
Proposition 3.8. Let P be an oriented thin poset, and mU : P  P
′ a simple merger.
Then P ′ is an oriented thin poset.
Proof. We only need to look at intervals of the form [w, x˜]; the property is immediate
from oriented thinness of P for all other intervals. Any path x˜ → z → w in HP ′⊥ must
come from a path xi → z → w in HP⊥, say i = 1. This can be completed to
x1
z z′
w
α1 α2
β1 β2
for a unique z′ in P , with α1β1 = −α2β2. If z
′ 6= y, the diagram translates faithfully
to P ′. If z′ = y, by oriented thinness applied to the interval [w, x2] of P , there exists a
unique z′′ 6= z, y such that
x1 x2
z y z′′
w
α1 + − α3
β1
β2
β3
in HP⊥, and α1β1 = −β2 = −α3β3. This becomes
x˜
z z′′
w
α1 α3
β1 β3
in HP ′⊥, which completes the proof that P
′ is an oriented thin poset.
Next, we show that simple mergers “reflect” globes in oriented thin posets. In the
following statement, m−1U (V
′) is the inverse image of V ′ through mU .
Lemma 3.9. Let P,P ′ be oriented thin posets, V ′ ⊆ P ′ a k-globe, and mU : P  P
′ a
simple merger. Then V := cl(m−1U (V
′)) is a k-globe in P , and ∆αV = m−1U (∆
αV ′).
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Proof. Let U = cl{x1, x2}, an n-globe in P , and let x˜ ∈ P
′ be the result of the identific-
ation of x1 and x2. If V
′ does not contain x˜, which is always the case if k < n, then V ′
is the identical image of V , hence a k-globe in P , with the same boundary.
Suppose k = n and x˜ ∈ V ′. We prove that V is a globe in P by induction on
increasing globes W ′ ⊑ V ′ with x˜ ∈ W ′, letting W := cl(m−1U (W
′)). If W ′ = cl{x˜},
then W = U , and ∂αW ′ = ∂αW . Suppose W ′ splits as W ′1 ∪W
′
2, with x˜ ∈ W
′
i . Then
W = W1 ∪W2, and by the inductive hypothesis both are globes, whose boundaries are
unchanged by the merger.
This proves that V ′ is a n-globe, and also that, if W ′ ⊑ V ′ in P ′, then W ⊑ V in
P . From here, we can prove by a straightforward induction that if V ′ is a k-globe in P ′
with k > n, then V is a k-globe in P with the desired properties.
Remark 3.10. We would expect a simple merger mU : P  P
′ to also preserve those
globes of P that contain U , but in general this is contingent on the validity of Conjecture
2.21.
Definition 3.11. Let P,P ′ be oriented thin posets. A merger m : P
∗
 P ′ is a finite
sequence P  P1  . . .  Pn  P
′ of simple mergers. We declare two mergers
m,m′ : P
∗
 P ′ to be equal if they are equal as composites of partial functions.
Remark 3.12. We allow the sequence to be of length zero: on each oriented thin poset
there is an identity merger P
∗
 P .
3.2 Globularity and its consequences
In Example 3.7, we reduced a 2-globe to an atomic 2-globe with a sequence of simple
mergers. The following lemma shows that this is possible for any n-globe.
Lemma 3.13. Let U be an n-globe. Then there exist an atomic n-globe U˜ and a sequence
of simple mergers U  U1  . . .  Um  U˜ that restricts to the identity on ∂U , and
such that the Ui are all n-globes.
If U ⊑ P for an n-globe P , this extends to a merger P
∗
 P [U˜/U ].
Proof. If U is atomic, the identity merger will do; in particular, the statement is trivially
true for n = 0. From there, we proceed by induction on n and on the number of maximal
elements of U .
Suppose that n > 0, and U is non-atomic; then there must exist V ⊑ U with only
two maximal elements x1, x2. If cl{x1} ∩ cl{x2} = ∂
+x1 ∩ ∂
−x2 = cl{y} for an (n− 1)-
dimensional element y, then V satisfies the conditions for the existence of a simple merger
mV : U  U
′. By Remark 3.6, U ′ is an n-globe with one less maximal element, and we
can apply the inductive hypothesis to obtain a merger U  U ′
∗
 U˜ .
Next, notice that the general case is a consequence of the following statement:
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Sub-Lemma 3.14. Let V ⊑ U be a subglobe with two maximal elements x1, x2, and let
W be the (n− 1)-globe cl{x1} ∩ cl{x2}. Then there is a merger m : W
∗
 W˜ such that
1. W˜ is an atomic (n− 1)-globe,
2. m restricts to the identity on ∂W , and
3. extending m as the identity on U \W determines a merger m′ : U
∗
 U ′, where U ′
is an n-globe.
This is because cl{x1} ∩ cl{x2} = W˜ is an atomic (n− 1)-globe in U
′, and ∂V is not
affected by m′, so we end up in the previous situation and can merge x1 and x2 in U
′.
Proof of the Sub-Lemma. We proceed again by induction, now on the dimension and
number of maximal elements of W . If W is atomic, which is necessarily true if n = 1,
the identity merger W
∗
 W extends to the identity merger on P .
Suppose that n > 1, and W is non-atomic. Proceeding as before, take a subglobe
Z ⊑ W with two maximal elements y1, y2. By the inductive hypothesis, we can now
assume that cl{y1}∩cl{y2} is an atomic (n−2)-globe cl{z}; otherwise, we take a merger
Z
∗
 Z˜ and extend it to W . Then there is a simple merger W  W ′ that merges y1 and
y2, such that W
′ is an (n− 1)-globe with one less maximal element. It suffices to prove
that this extends to a simple merger U  U ′, such that U ′ is an n-globe.
Let A := U (n) \{x1, x2}. By definition, z is only covered by y1 and y2 in W . Suppose
that there is another (n− 1)-dimensional y˜ covering z in U ; since U is pure, y˜ is covered
by at least one x˜ ∈ U (n), which, by thinness applied to the intervals [z, x1] and [z, x2],
is different from x1 and x2, that is, x˜ ∈ A. Then z ∈ V ∩ clA ⊆ ∂V ; but any element y
which covers z is either y1 or y2, in which case y /∈ ∆V , or, by thinness, is covered neither
by x1 nor by x2, and again y /∈ ∆V . It follows that z /∈ cl(∆V ) = ∂V , a contradiction.
Therefore z is only covered by y1 and y2 in U , and U  U
′ is a simple merger.
Moreover, any merger tree for U with a vertex labelled cl{x1, x2} is still a valid
merger tree for U ′: ∂+x1, ∂
−x2, and their intersection only have W
′ substituted for W
in U ′, so by Lemma 3.4 they are (n− 1)-globes, and all the relevant subglobe conditions
hold.
The first part of the main statement follows. For the second part, it suffices to
observe that our procedure can be relativised to any subglobe U of an n-globe P , and
produces a merger P
∗
 P [U˜/U ].
Theorem 3.15 (Globularity). Let U be an n-globe. Then
∂α(∂+U) = ∂α(∂−U) and ∂+U ∩ ∂−U = ∂(∂+U) = ∂(∂−U).
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Proof. The statement is vacuously true when n = 0 or n = 1, so assume n > 1. Suppose
U is atomic with greatest element x. By Lemma 2.22 applied to the (n− 1)-globe ∂+U ,
there is at least one z ∈ ∆α(∂+U) for each of α ∈ {+,−}. The interval [z, x] is of the
form
x
y1 y2
z
+ β1
α β2
for some y1, y2. Suppose that β1 = +; then y2 ∈ ∆
+U , yet necessarily β2 = −α,
contradicting z ∈ ∆α(∂+U). Therefore β1 = − and β2 = α; because z is only covered
by y1 and y2, it follows that z ∈ ∆
α(∂−U). The converse is symmetrical, and we have
proved ∂α(∂+U) = ∂α(∂−U).
This also implies that ∂(∂αU) ⊆ ∂+U ∩ ∂−U . Conversely, if z ∈ ∂+U ∩ ∂−U , the
interval [z, x] is of the form
x
y1 y2
z
+ −
β β
for some β, so z ∈ ∆β(∂+U) and z ∈ ∆β(∂−U).
Now, suppose U is non-atomic, and let U
∗
 U˜ be a merger as in Lemma 3.13,
restricting to the identity on ∂U . Applying the first part of the proof to U˜ , we obtain
the statement for U .
Construction 3.16. By Theorem 3.15, for any globular poset P , the diagram
Gℓ0P Gℓ1P . . . GℓnP . . .
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
is a globular set. Any inclusion P →֒ Q induces inclusions GℓnP →֒ GℓnQ of sets of
n-globes, and these obviously commute with boundaries, so this determines a functor
Gℓ : GlobPos→ ωGph.
With little more effort, we can get a more refined functorial invariant than a globular
set. The following definition is Steiner’s [Ste04].
Definition 3.17. An augmented directed complex (K,K∗) is an augmented chain com-
plex K of abelian groups, concentrated in positive degree,
Z K0 . . . Kn . . .
e d d d
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together with, for each n ∈ N, a distinguished submonoid K∗n of Kn.
A morphism of augmented directed complexes (K,K∗) → (L,L∗) is a morphism of
augmented chain complexes f : K → L such that f(K∗n) ⊆ L
∗
n for all n. Augmented
directed complexes and their morphisms form a category ADC.
Construction 3.18. Let P be a globular poset. For all n, let KPn be ZP
(n), the free
abelian group on the set of n-dimensional elements of P , and KP ∗n be its submonoid
NP (n). Then, we define d : KPn+1 → KPn and e : KP0 → Z by freely extending
dx :=
∑
y∈∆+x
y −
∑
y′∈∆−x
y′,
ex := 1,
for each n and x ∈ P (n). We claim that (KP,KP ∗) so defined is an augmented directed
complex. Writing
d+x :=
∑
y∈∆+x
y, d−x :=
∑
y′∈∆−x
y′,
we have that, for all n-dimensional x, with n > 1,
ddαx =
∑
z∈∆+(∂αx)
z −
∑
z′∈∆−(∂αx)
z′
because ∂αx is an (n − 1)-globe, so by Lemma 2.22 any element z covered by some
y ∈ ∆αx is either covered by another y′ with opposite orientation, in which case there
is a cancellation z − z = 0 in ddαx, or is only covered by y, and belongs to ∆β(∂αx).
By Theorem 3.15, then, dd+x = dd−x, so ddx = d(d+x− d−x) = dd+x− dd−x = 0.
This proves that dd = 0, and ed = 0 is proved similarly.
Any inclusion of globular posets induces inclusions of the free abelian groups on their
n-dimensional elements, and it is straightforward to check that this determines a functor
K : GlobPos→ ADC.
Definition 3.19. Let K and L be two chain complexes. The tensor product K ⊗ L of
K and L is the chain complex defined by
(K ⊗H)n :=
n⊕
k=0
Kk ⊗Hn−k,
d(x⊗ y) := dx⊗ y + (−1)dim(x)x⊗ dy,
where dim(x) = n if x ∈ Kn. If K and L are augmented, K ⊗ L is augmented by
e : x⊗ y 7→ ex ey.
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If K is an augmented chain complex, the suspension of K is the chain complex ΣK
defined by
(ΣK)n :=
{
Z, n = 0,
Kn−1, n > 0,
(d : ΣKn+1 → ΣKn) :=
{
e : K0 → Z, n = 0,
d : Kn → Kn−1, n > 0.
Because (ΣK ⊗ ΣL)0 = Z ⊗ Z ≃ Z, there is a unique (up to isomorphism) augmented
chain complex K ⋆L such that Σ(K ⋆L) ≃ ΣK ⊗ ΣL. This augmented chain complex
is the join of K and L.
Let (K,K∗) and (L,L∗) be augmented directed complexes. The tensor product
(K,K∗)⊗ (L,L∗) is K ⊗ L together with the distinguished submonoids (K ⊗H)∗n gen-
erated by elements x⊗ y of (K ⊗H)n where x ∈ K
∗
k and y ∈ K
∗
n−k.
The suspension Σ(K,K∗) is ΣK with the distinguished submonoids N of (ΣK)0 and
K∗n−1 of (ΣK)n, and the augmentation 0 : Z→ Z.
The join of (K,K∗) and (L,L∗) is the unique augmented directed complex satisfying
Σ((K,K∗) ⋆ (L,L∗)) ≃ Σ(K,K∗)⊗ Σ(L,L∗).
The tensor product determines a monoidal structure on ADC, whose unit is the
augmented directed complex I with I0 := Z, I
∗
0 := N, In := 0 for n > 0, and the identity
on Z as augmentation. The join also determines a monoidal structure on ADC, whose
unit is the augmented directed complex 0 equal to 0 in every degree.
Proposition 3.20. K : (GlobPos, ⊠ , 1) → (ADC,⊗, I) and K : (GlobPos, ⋆ , ∅) →
(ADC, ⋆ , 0) are monoidal functors.
Proof. A simple comparison of the definitions.
Using globularity, we can prove that atomic n-globes are classified by pairs of (n−1)-
globes with isomorphic boundaries.
Proposition 3.21. Let U be an oriented graded poset with a greatest element, and
dim(U) = n > 0. The following are equivalent:
(a) U is an atomic n-globe;
(b) ∂+U and ∂−U are (n − 1)-globes, and satisfy ∂α(∂+U) = ∂α(∂−U) and ∂+U ∩
∂−U = ∂(∂+U) = ∂(∂−U).
Proof. The implication from (a) to (b) is immediate from the definition and from The-
orem 3.15. Conversely, we only need to check that U is oriented thin. For all intervals
[z, x] of length 2 in U⊥, if dim(x) < n the interval is entirely contained in (∂
αU)⊥, and
we can use oriented thinness of ∂αU .
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Suppose dim(x) = n, that is, x is the greatest element of U . First, suppose that z
is only covered by elements of ∂+U : then z /∈ ∆(∂−U) = ∆(∂+U), and by Lemma 2.22
z is covered by exactly two elements y1, y2 of ∂
+U with opposite orientations. In this
case, the interval [z, x] is
x
y1 y2
z
+ +
+ −
.
The case where z is only covered by elements of ∂−U is analogous.
Finally, suppose z is covered both by elements of ∂−U and of ∂+U . Then z ∈
∆β(∂+U) = ∆β(∂−U) for some β, and again by Lemma 2.22 z is covered by a single
element y1 of ∂
+U and by a single element y2 of ∂
−U . The interval [z, x] is
x
y1 y2
z
+ −
β β ,
which completes the proof.
In particular, we can apply the following construction to an arbitrary globe.
Construction 3.22. Let U be an n-globe. We define O(U) to be the oriented graded
poset obtained from U by adjoining a new element u, with dim(u) = n and ∆αu := ∆αU ,
and a greatest element x, such that ∆−x := U (n) and ∆+x := {u}.
Then cl{u} is isomorphic to the atomic n-globe produced from U by Lemma 3.13,
and by construction ∂αu = ∂αU in O(U). By Proposition 3.21, O(U) is an atomic
(n+ 1)-globe.
Remark 3.23. For all n > 0, O(On−1) is isomorphic to On.
Lemma 3.24. Let U be an n-globe. Then there exists a unique merger m : U
∗
 On,
which restricts to a merger ∂U
∗
 ∂On, and is a composite of simple mergers of n-globes.
Proof. If n = 0, we can take the identity merger. Suppose n > 0; by Lemma 3.13, there
exist an atomic n-globe U˜ and a merger U
∗
 U˜ which is a composite of standard mergers
of n-globes and restricts to the identity on ∂U . Then, by the inductive hypothesis,
there are mergers ∂+U˜
∗
 On−1 and ∂−U˜
∗
 On−1 that restrict to the identity on
∂(∂+U˜) = ∂(∂−U˜), and are composites of standard mergers of (n−1)-globes. Extending
them to U˜ in any sequence, we obtain a merger U˜
∗
 On; because at any intermediate
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point the boundaries of the greatest element are (n − 1)-globes, this is a composite of
standard mergers of n-globes.
Uniqueness of mergers U
∗
 On follows from the fact that no simple merger can
remove elements of U (n), or ∆U , or ∆(∂αU), and so on; therefore, any merger to On
must map all maximal elements of U to n, all elements of ∆αU to n− 1α, and so on,
and remove all other elements.
The following is a useful lemma making use of substitutions and globularity.
Lemma 3.25. Suppose U is an n-globe splitting as U1 ∪ U2. Then ∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2 is an
(n− 1)-globe, and ∂+U1, ∂
−U2 ⊑ ∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2.
Proof. By assumption, ∂−U1 ⊑ ∂
−U , and by globularity ∂α(∂−U1) = ∂
α(∂+U1). Then
V := ∂−U [∂+U1/∂
−U1] is well-defined, and there is an obvious inclusion V →֒ U whose
image is ∂+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2. By the substitution lemma, ∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2 is an (n − 1)-globe
and ∂+U1 ⊑ ∂
+U1 ∪∂
−U2. The dual argument using ∂
+U [∂−U2/∂
+U2] also proves that
∂−U2 ⊑ ∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2.
Another easy consequence of globularity is that, for all n-globes U , the iterated
boundary ∂α1(. . . (∂αkU)) only depends on α1, and not on any of the α2, . . . , αk. There
is, in fact, a direct characterisation of the same globe, which we now describe.
Definition 3.26. Let U be a closed subset of an oriented graded poset. For α ∈ {+,−}
and n ∈ N, let
∆αnU := {x ∈ U |dim(x) = n and, for all y ∈ U , if y covers x, then o(cy,x) = α},
∂αnU := cl(∆
α
nU) ∪ {x ∈ U | for all y ∈ U , if x ≤ y, then dim(y) ≤ n},
∆nU := ∆
+
nU ∪∆
−
nU, ∂nU := ∂
+
n U ∪ ∂
−
n U.
In particular, if U is n-dimensional, then ∂αn−1U = ∂
αU , and ∂αmU = U for m ≥ n. If U
is pure, for all k < n, ∂αkU = cl(∆
α
kU).
We call ∂−n U the input n-boundary, and ∂
+
n U the output n-boundary of U . For all
x ∈ P , we will use the short-hand notation ∆αnx := ∆
α
ncl{x} and ∂
α
nx := ∂
α
ncl{x}.
Lemma 3.27. Let U be an n-globe, and suppose V,W ⊆ U and V ∩W are all n-globes.
Then ∆(V ∩W ) ⊆ ∆V ∪∆W .
Proof. Let x ∈ ∆(V ∩W ); by Lemma 2.22, x is covered by exactly one n-dimensional
y ∈ V ∩W . Suppose by way of contradiction that x /∈ ∆V ∪∆W : then x ∈ V (n−1)\∆V ,
and x is covered by a single other element y′ ∈ V \W , but also x ∈W (n−1) \∆W , and
x is covered by a single other element y′′ ∈W \V . Thus there are at least three distinct
n-dimensional elements of U covering x, contradicting Lemma 2.22 applied to U .
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Proposition 3.28. Let U be an n-globe. Then, for all k < n,
∂αkU = ∂
α(. . . (∂α︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
U)).
Remark 3.29. This also implies that ∂αkU is a k-globe, because we know that the right-
hand side is.
Proof. The statement clearly holds for U = On. We will prove that, for all simple
mergers mV : U  U
′ of n-globes, if the statement is true for U ′, then it is true for U ;
the general statement will then follow from Lemma 3.24.
From Lemma 3.9, we can derive that ∂α(. . . (∂αU)) = cl(m−1V (∂
α(. . . (∂αU ′)))), so it
will suffice to prove that ∂αkU = cl(m
−1
V (∂
α
kU
′)), or equivalently w ∈ ∆αkU if and only if
mV is defined on w and w ∈ ∆
α
kU
′, for all w ∈ U and k < n.
Let V = cl{x1, x2}, an m-globe in U , and let x˜ ∈ U
′ be the result of the identification
of x1 and x2. Given w ∈ U , there are four possibilities.
• w = x1 or x2. Any element that covers x1 also covers x2 (and vice versa) in U ,
and it covers x˜ in U ′ with the same orientation. Thus, x1, x2 ∈ ∆
α
mU if and only
if x˜ ∈ ∆αmU
′.
• w = y. Then y is covered by two elements with opposite orientations, so y /∈
∆αm−1U , and mV is undefined on y.
• w is covered by y with orientation β. In HU⊥, we have
x1 x2
z y z′
w
α1 + − α2
β1
β
β2
(3)
for unique z, z′; we will show that β1 = β or β2 = β. Consequently, w /∈ ∆
−β
m−2U ,
and also w /∈ ∆−βm−2U
′, since both z and z′ also cover w in U ′; while w ∈ ∆βm−2U
if and only if w ∈ ∆βm−2U
′, because y is the only element that covers w in U but
is not in U ′.
Assume by way of contradiction β1 = β2 = −β, and suppose, without loss of
generality, that β = −. By oriented thinness, diagram (3) becomes
x1 x2
z y z′
w
+ + − −
+
−
+
.
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Then w ∈ ∂+x1, and because w is covered by two elements of ∂
+x1 with opposite
orientations, w /∈ ∆(∂+x1); similarly, w ∈ ∂
−x2, but w /∈ ∆(∂
−x2).
However, w ∈ ∆y = ∆(∂+x1 ∩ ∂
−x2), which contradicts Lemma 3.27 applied to
∂+x1, ∂
−x2 ⊆ ∂
+x1 ∪ ∂
−x2, all (m− 1)-globes by Lemma 3.25.
• In all other cases, both w and the elements that cover it are left unchanged by the
simple merger.
This completes the case distinction and the proof.
4 Regular polygraphs
Let Globe be a skeleton of the full subcategory of GlobPos whose objects are the
atomic globes of all dimensions.
Definition 4.1. A regular polygraph X is a presheaf X : Globeop → Set. For any
globe U and x ∈ X(U), we call x a generator of X of shape U .
A map of regular polygraphs is a morphism of presheaves. Regular polygraphs and
their maps form a category rPol.
The goal of this section is to reconcile our definition with the original notion of
polygraph, based on the formalism of strict ω-categories: we will prove that rPol is
equivalent to a full subcategory of the usual category of polygraphs.
To this aim, we will use Steiner’s theory of directed complexes [Ste93] as a bridge.
As we mentioned in Remark 2.8, directed complexes have an underlying structure —
a directed precomplex — which is only slightly more general than an oriented graded
poset, and, similarly to globular posets, they satisfy a characteristic property relative to
a class of closed subsets: the molecules. The characteristic property of the molecules is
that they can be decomposed as “ω-categorical composites” of other molecules; compare
this with globes, which can be decomposed as “mergers” of other globes.
Steiner proved that any directed complex generates a polygraph in a specific way. We
will show that a globular poset is a directed complex, and that atomic globes correspond
bijectively to the polygraphs they generate. We will then extend the construction to
regular polygraphs along colimits, and prove that it still produces a polygraph.
Finally, we will study the extensions of some constructions of globular posets to reg-
ular polygraphs, and how they relate to previously defined constructions of ω-categories.
4.1 Preliminaries on ω-categories
First of all, we need to fix the notation for ω-categories; we will use a mixture of Steiner’s
notation and the one prevalent in the more recent literature on polygraphs [Me´t08,
LMW10].
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Definition 4.2. Let X be a globular set, and for all x ∈ Xn and k < n, let
∂αk x = ∂
α(. . . (∂α︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
x)).
We call the elements x ∈ Xn the n-cells of X. Given two n-cells x, y of X, and k < n,
we say that x and y are k-composable, and write x ⊲k y, if ∂
+
k x = ∂
−
k y.
We write Xn ⊲k Xn ⊆ Xn ×Xn for the set of pairs of k-composable n-cells of X.
Definition 4.3. A partial ω-category is a globular set X together with unit and k-
composition operations
ε : Xn → Xn+1, #k : Xn ⊲k Xn ⇀ Xn
for all n ∈ N, and k < n, where ε is a total function and the #k are partial functions.
For all k-cells x, and n > k, let
εnx := (ε . . . ε)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
x,
an n-cell of X. The operations are required to satisfy the following conditions:
1. for all n-cells x, and all k < n,
∂α(εx) = x,
x#k εn(∂
+
k x) = x = εn(∂
−
k x)#k x,
where the two k-compositions are always defined;
2. for all (n+ 1)-cells x, y, and all k < n, whenever the left-hand side is defined,
∂−(x#n y) = ∂
−x,
∂+(x#n y) = ∂
+y,
∂α(x#k y) = ∂
αx#k ∂
αy;
3. for all cells x, y, x′, y′, and all n and k < n, whenever the left-hand side is defined,
ε(x#n y) = εx#n εy;
(x#n x
′)#k (y #n y
′) = (x#k y)#n (x
′
#k y
′);
4. for all cells x, y, z, and all n, whenever either side is defined,
(x#n y)#n z = x#n (y #n z).
A partial ω-category is an ω-category if the #k are total functions.
A functor of partial ω-categories is a morphism of the underlying globular sets that
commutes with units and compositions. A functor is an inclusion if it is injective on
cells of each dimension. Partial ω-categories and functors form a category pωCat, with
a full subcategory ωCat on ω-categories.
The inclusion of ωCat into pωCat has a left adjoint (−)∗ : pωCat→ ωCat. Given
a partial ω-category X, we call X∗ the ω-category generated by X.
Definition 4.4. Let X be a partial ω-category, n ∈ N, and x ∈ Xn. We define a number
dim(x), the dimension of x, by induction on n:
• if x ∈ X0, dim(x) := 0;
• if x ∈ Xn, if x = εy for some y ∈ Xn−1, then dim(x) := dim(y), else dim(x) := n.
Remark 4.5. Given a cell x in a partial ω-category, when we say that “x is an n-cell” we
mean x ∈ Xn, and when we say that “x is n-dimensional” we mean dim(x) = n.
Remark 4.6. Steiner defines a partial ω-category as a single setX together with boundary
operations ∂αn : X → X and partial composition operations #n : X ×X ⇀ X for all n.
We recover this picture from our definition by taking X := (
∐
nXn)/∼, where ∼ is
the equivalence relation generated by x ∼ εnx for all n; notice that X is isomorphic to∐
n{x ∈ Xn |dim(x) = n} as a set.
For all cells x and k ∈ N, there is some n > k such that ∂αk (εnx) is defined, and the
result belongs to the same equivalence class for all such n, so the boundary operations
descend to X. Similarly, given two cells x and y belonging to equivalence classes [x], [y],
we let [x]#k [y] be defined when εnx#k εny is defined for some n > k, and in that case
be equal to the latter’s equivalence class.
Construction 4.7. Let X be a partial ω-category. The J-dual DJ(X) of X is the
partial ω-category with an n-cell DJ(x) for each n-cell x of X, and
∂α(DJ(x)) :=
{
DJ(∂
−αx) if dim(x) ∈ J,
DJ(∂
αx) if dim(x) /∈ J,
ε(DJ (x)) := DJ(εx), DJ (x)#kDJ(y) :=
{
DJ(y #k x) if k + 1 ∈ J,
DJ(x#k y) if k + 1 /∈ J,
where DJ(x)#kDJ(y) is defined whenever y #k x is defined and k + 1 ∈ J , or x#k y is
defined and k + 1 /∈ J .
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Definition 4.8. Let X be a partial ω-category and n ∈ N. The n-skeleton σ≤nX of X
is the partial ω-category whose underlying globular set is
X0 . . . Xn ε(Xn) . . . εm(Xn) . . .
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
,
that is, the restriction of X to cells x with dim(x) ≤ n; unit and composition operations
are restricted as appropriate.
There is an obvious inclusion σ≤nX →֒ X, which factors through σ≤mX →֒ X for all
m > n. Any partial ω-category is the sequential colimit of its skeleta.
For each n ∈ N, let Onω be the standard n-globe as an ω-category: O
n
ω has two k-
dimensional cells k+, k− for each k < n, and a single n-dimensional cell n, such that
∂αk n = k
α for all k < n. Let ∂Onω be the (n − 1)-skeleton of O
n
ω. There is a bijection
between n-cells x of a partial ω-category X and functors x : Onω → X, and we will identify
the two. We write ∂x for the precomposition of x with the inclusion ∂Onω →֒ O
n
ω.
Finally, for a family Xi of ω-categories, let
∐
i∈I Xi be its coproduct in ωCat; the
sets of n-cells and the boundary, unit, and composition operations of the coproduct are
all induced pointwise by coproducts of sets and functions. Given a family of functors
{fi : Xi → Y }i∈I , let (fi)i∈I :
∐
i∈I Xi → Y be the functor produced by the universal
property of coproducts.
Definition 4.9. A polygraph is an ω-category X together with families {AnX}n∈N of
n-dimensional cells of X, such that, for all n,∐
x∈AnX
∂Onω
∐
x∈AnX
Onω
σ≤n−1X σ≤nX
(∂x)x∈AnX (x)x∈AnX
is a pushout diagram in ωCat. The cells in AnX are called n-dimensional generators of
X.
A map of polygraphs is a functor f : X → Y of ω-categories that sends n-dimensional
generators ofX to n-dimensional generators of Y ; that is, f restricts to, and is essentially
determined by a sequence of functions {fn : AnX → AnY }n∈N. Polygraphs and their
maps form a category Pol.
Remark 4.10. This is a concise definition of polygraph; there are more explicit ones,
based on iterated free algebra constructions, including the original [Bur93].
In our definition, we include the generators as structure on an ω-category. Occasion-
ally, “being a polygraph” may be used as the property of an ω-category which admits
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the structure of a polygraph: this is the sense in which “polygraphs are the cofibrant
objects” in the model structure on ωCat defined by Lafont, Me´tayer, and Worytkiewicz
[LMW10].
4.2 Globular posets are directed complexes
Let U1, U2 ⊆ P be closed subsets of an oriented graded poset. If U1∩U2 = ∂
+
n U1 = ∂
−
n U2,
let
U1 #n U2 := U1 ∪ U2;
this defines partial n-composition operations on the closed subsets of P , for all n.
Definition 4.11. Let P be an oriented graded poset. For each n ∈ N, we define a family
MoℓnP of closed subsets of P , the n-molecules of P , together with a partial order ⊑M
on each MoℓnP , to be read “is a submolecule of”.
Let U ⊆ P be closed. Then U ∈ MoℓnP if and only if dim(U) ≤ n, and, inductively
on proper subsets of U , either
• U has a greatest element, in which case we call it an atom, or
• there exist n-molecules U1, U2 properly contained in U , and k < n such that
U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+
k U1 = ∂
−
k U2, and U = U1 #k U2.
We define⊑M to be the smallest partial order relation onMoℓnP such that U1, U2 ⊑M U
for all triples U,U1, U2 in the latter situation.
We will call a decomposition U = U1 #k U2 proper if U1 and U2 are properly contained
in U .
Example 4.12. All 0-molecules are atoms: Moℓ0P = {{x} |dim(x) = 0}. If P is an
oriented thin poset, 0-molecules and 1-molecules are also globes: in fact, Moℓ1P =
Gℓ0P +Gℓ1P . However, there are 2-molecules that are not globes, such as the “whisker-
ing” of a 2-globe with a 1-globe:
.
We will prove that, conversely, all globes are molecules.
Remark 4.13. Clearly, Moℓn−1P ⊆ MoℓnP for all n > 0, and the inclusion is order-
preserving. Moreover, if U is n-dimensional and a molecule, then U is an n-molecule.
This is obvious if U is an atom. Otherwise, if U decomposes as U1 #k U2, where U1
and U2 are n-molecules, if k < n then U is an n-molecule, and if k ≥ n, then U1 =
∂+k U1 = ∂
−
k U2 = U2, so U = U1 = U2, and again U is an n-molecule. Therefore
MoℓnP \Moℓn−1P only contains n-dimensional subsets.
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Definition 4.14. A directed complex is an oriented graded poset P such that, for all
x ∈ P , with dim(x) = n > 0, and all α, β,
1. ∂αx is a molecule, and
2. ∂α(∂βx) = ∂αn−2x.
Remark 4.15. Compared to Steiner’s definition based on directed precomplexes, ours
has in addition the built-in constraint that ∆+x and ∆−x are disjoint for all x.
Definition 4.16. A closed n-dimensional subset U of an oriented graded poset is glo-
belike if ∂αj (∂
β
kU) = ∂
α
j U holds for all α and j < k < n.
Proposition 4.17. In a globular poset, all molecules are globelike.
Proof. Let U be a molecule in a globular poset. By induction on the definition of a
molecule: if U is an atom, then it is an atomic globe, which is globelike by Proposition
3.28. If U decomposes as U1 #k U2, assuming that U1 and U2 are globelike, we obtain
that U is globelike as in [Ste93, Lemma 3.4].
Remark 4.18. The statement of [Ste93, Lemma 3.4] assumes that we are in a directed
complex, but only the properties of directed precomplexes (or, a fortiori, oriented graded
posets) are actually used.
Corollary 4.19. Let U1, U2 be two n-molecules in a globular poset, and suppose U1∩U2 =
∂+k U1 = ∂
−
k U2.
(a) If k = n− 1, then ∂−n−1(U1 #k U2) = ∂
−
n−1U1 and ∂
+
n−1(U1 #k U2) = ∂
+
n−1U2.
(b) If k < n− 1, then ∂αn−1U1 #k ∂
α
n−1U2 is defined and equal to ∂
α
n−1(U1 #k U2).
Proof. The first point holds more generally for closed subsets of an oriented graded
poset, see [Ste93, Proposition 3.1.(vi)].
The second point is also proved in [Lemma 3.4, ibid.] under the assumption that U1
and U2 be globelike, which follows for us from Proposition 4.17.
The key step in our proof is provided by the following technical lemma.
Lemma 4.20. Let U be an n-molecule and V an (n + 1)-globe in a globular poset.
Suppose that V and ∂αV are molecules, and that U ∩ V = ∂αV ⊑M U . Then U ∪ V is
an (n+ 1)-molecule and V ⊑M U ∪ V .
Proof. By definition of the submolecule relation, either U = ∂αV , or U = U1 #m U2 for
some n-molecules U1, U2 ⊂ V and m < n, and ∂αV ⊑M Ui for some i ∈ {1, 2}. In the
first case, U∪V = V , which is an (n+1)-molecule by assumption. Moreover, we trivially
have V ⊑M U ∪ V and ∂
α
k V = ∂
α
k (U ∪ V ) for all k < n.
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In the second case, suppose without loss of generality that ∂αV ⊑M U2. We can
assume, inductively, that U2 ∪ V is an (n + 1)-molecule, that V ⊑M U2 ∪ V , and that
∂αk V = ∂
α
k (U2 ∪ V ) for all k < n. Then U1 ∩ (U2 ∪ V ) = U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+
mU1 = ∂
−
mU2 =
∂−m(U2 ∪ V ).
Hence, U ∪ V = U1 #m (U2 ∪ V ) is a molecule, V ⊑M U2 ∪ V ⊑M U ∪ V , and
by Corollary 4.19, ∂αn−1(U ∪ V ) depends only on ∂
α
n−1U1 and ∂
α
n−1(U2 ∪ V ) = ∂
α
n−1U2.
Because molecules are globelike, it follows that ∂αk V = ∂
α
k (U ∪ V ) for all k < n, which
completes the inductive step.
Theorem 4.21. Let U be an n-globe in an oriented thin poset. Then U is an n-molecule.
If V is a subglobe of U , it is also a submolecule of U .
Remark 4.22. In other words, if P is an oriented thin poset, there are inclusions of posets
(GℓnP,⊑) →֒ (MoℓnP,⊑M) for all n.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension and number of maximal elements of
U . If U is an atomic globe of any dimension, it is an atom, hence a molecule. Moreover,
U has no proper subglobes, and it is trivially a subglobe and submolecule of itself.
Suppose U is a non-atomic (n + 1)-globe, splitting as U1 ∪ U2; by the inductive
hypothesis, U1 and U2 are (n + 1)-molecules. Let
U˜1 := ∂
−U ∪ U1, U˜2 := ∂
+U ∪ U2;
then U˜1 ∩ U˜2 = ∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2 = ∂
+
n U˜1 = ∂
−
n U˜2, so U = U˜1 #n U˜2.
By the inductive hypothesis, the n-globes ∂−U and ∂−U1 are n-molecules, and be-
cause ∂−U1 ⊑ ∂
−U , also ∂−U1 ⊑M ∂
−U . Since U1 ∩ ∂
−U = ∂−U1, we fall under the
hypotheses of Lemma 4.20: we deduce that ∂−U ∪ U1 = U˜1 is an (n + 1)-molecule, and
that U1 ⊑M U˜1.
Similarly, we obtain that U˜2 is an (n + 1)-molecule, and U2 ⊑M U˜2. It follows that
U is an (n+ 1)-molecule and that U1, U2 ⊑M U . This completes the proof.
Corollary 4.23. Globular posets are directed complexes.
Proof. Let P be a globular poset, and x ∈ P (n), with n > 0. Then ∂αx is a globe,
hence a molecule by Theorem 4.21, and ∂α(∂βx) = ∂αn−2x is an instance of Proposition
3.28.
We will see later (Remark 4.42) that the converse does not hold, that is, there are
directed complexes that are not globular posets.
Before moving on, we briefly discuss the loop-freeness conditions that Steiner con-
sidered for directed complexes, in order to show that globular posets do not fall into one
of the loop-free classes.
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Definition 4.24. Given a globular poset P , for each n ∈ N, let LnP be the bipartite
directed graph with P as set of vertices, and an edge y → x if and only if
• dim(y) ≤ n, dim(x) > n, and y ∈ ∂−n x \ ∂n−1x, or
• dim(y) > n, dim(x) ≤ n, and x ∈ ∂+n y \ ∂n−1y.
We say that P is loop-free if LnP is acyclic for all n. We say that P is totally loop-free
if HoP is acyclic.
Being totally loop-free is a quite natural condition: it applies to standard globes,
cubes and oriented simplices, and it is preserved by suspensions, lax Gray products, and
joins [Ste93, Theorem 2.19]. Totally loop-free globular posets are loop-free [Proposition
2.15, ibid.], which is a strictly weaker condition (and seemingly less natural, as it is
not preserved by lax Gray products or joins), that nevertheless is sufficient to prove a
number of results.
Remark 4.25. This characterisation of total loop-freeness is inspired by acyclic matchings
in discrete Morse theory, see [Koz08, Chapter 11]. In a totally loop-free globular poset,
the “flow” on cells described in Remark 2.10 never returns to a cell once it has left it.
Example 4.26. The following is an example of an atomic 3-globe U that is neither loop-
free nor totally loop-free, based on [Pow91, Example 3.12]:
x2
x1
y1
,
∂−U :
x2
x1
y2
∂+U :
.
Indeed, x1 → y1 → x2 → y2 → x1 is a loop in L0U and in H
oU . Thus, not all
globular posets are loop-free directed complexes. We have not investigated whether the
converse holds, that is, whether all loop-free, or all totally loop-free directed complexes
are globular posets.
Remark 4.27. Example 4.26 is also a counterexample to the restriction of Proposition
3.21 to loop-free or totally loop-free globes: ∂−U and ∂+U are individually totally loop-
free. This is one reason why we do not consider loop-free globes an adequate shape
category, even though it would save us the work of the following section: given two
composable diagrams with the same boundary, we want to be able to connect them via
a higher-dimensional cell.
4.3 Globular posets are polygraphs
Having proved that globular posets are directed complexes, we can rely on Steiner’s
theory to construct ω-categories from globular posets. However, we want more than that:
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we expect a globular poset to generate a polygraph, whose n-dimensional generators
correspond to the n-dimensional elements of the poset. For that, we need some more
work.
Definition 4.28. For any closed subset U of an oriented graded complex, the frame
dimension of U is the integer frdim(U) := dim(
⋃
{cl{x} ∩ cl{y} |x, y maximal in U ,
x 6= y}).
Example 4.29. If U has a greatest element, then frdim(U) = dim(∅) = −1. If U is a
non-atomic n-globe, there are two maximal elements x, y of U such that cl{x} ∩ cl{y} is
an (n− 1)-globe, hence frdim(U) = n− 1.
Definition 4.30. A molecule U in an oriented graded poset P is split if any factor V
in a decomposition of U as an iterated composite admits an expression as an iterated
composite of atoms, using only the compositions #k for k ≤ frdim(V ).
We write SMoℓnP ⊆MoℓnP for the family of of split n-molecules in P .
Construction 4.31. Let P be a globular poset. By Proposition 4.17, the diagram
Moℓ0P Moℓ1P . . . MoℓnP . . .
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
is a globular set MoℓP .
For any n-molecule U , let ε(U) := U as an (n+1)-molecule, and for any pair U1, U2
of n-molecules, let U1 #k U2 be defined if and only if U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+
k U1 = ∂
−
k U2, and in
that case be equal to U1 ∪ U2. By [Ste93, Proposition 2.9], this makes MoℓP a partial
ω-category.
Because both k-boundaries of a split molecule U appear as factors in the decompos-
ition U = ∂−k U #k U #k ∂
+
k U , and any factor in a decomposition of a split molecule is
split, it follows that MoℓP restricts to a globular set
SMoℓ0P SMoℓ1P . . . SMoℓnP . . . .
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
∂+
∂−
By [Proposition 2.12, ibid.], this is also the underlying globular set of a partial ω-category
SMoℓP : the unit operations are the same as in MoℓP , and U1 #k U2 is defined when it
is both defined in MoℓP and split.
It is straightforward to check that these assignments extend to a pair of functors
Moℓ−,SMoℓ− : GlobPos→ pωCat.
For any partial ω-category X, if X∗ is the ω-category generated by X, we obtain a
functor X → X∗ from the unit of the adjunction between pωCat and ωCat. The main
result of Steiner’s on which we will rely is the following.
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Theorem 4.32. [Ste93, Theorem 2.13] Let P be a directed complex. Then:
1. the functors MoℓP → (MoℓP )∗ and SMoℓP → (SMoℓP )∗ are inclusions of
partial ω-categories, and
2. (SMoℓP )∗ admits the structure of a polygraph, whose n-dimensional generators
are the split n-dimensional atoms of P .
Remark 4.33. The fact that SMoℓP → (SMoℓP )∗ is an inclusion is what allows us to
identify the cells in its image with unique split molecules of P .
Because an inclusion of globular posets sends split n-dimensional atoms to split n-
dimensional atoms, (SMoℓ−)∗ actually defines a functor GlobPos → Pol. Next, we
will show that the restriction to split atoms is redundant when P is a globular poset:
(SMoℓP )∗ is generated by all atomic globes of P , and equal to (MoℓP )∗.
The following result is implied by Steiner’s proofs, but not made explicit.
Lemma 4.34. Let P be a directed complex. The following are equivalent:
(a) all molecules in P are split;
(b) each molecule U in P is either an atom, or it has a proper decomposition U1 #n U2
such that n = frdim(U) and U1 ∩ U2 6⊆ ∂nU .
Proof. The implication from (a) to (b) is [Ste93, Proposition 4.3]. Conversely, by an
analysis of the proof of [Proposition 6.7, ibid.] that “all loop-free molecules are split”,
we find that the only properties of loop-free molecules U that are used are:
1. for all x ∈ U , the sets ∆+x and ∆−x are disjoint;
2. U is either an atom, or it has a proper decomposition U1 #n U2 with n = frdim(U),
and U1 ∩ U2 6⊆ ∂nU ;
3. if V ⊆ U is another molecule, then it also satisfies the first two properties.
The first property is trivial for oriented graded posets, and the other two are also satisfied
by the family of “all molecules in P”, conditionally to (b).
Our strategy will be to replicate the conditions for Steiner’s proof of [Ste93, Pro-
position 6.6], that loop-free directed complexes satisfy condition (b), under conditions
weaker than loop-freeness.
Proposition 4.35. Let U be an n-dimensional molecule in a globular poset. For all
α ∈ {+,−} and k < n, ∂αkU is k-dimensional, and there exists a k-dimensional x ∈ ∂
α
kU
such that x /∈ ∂−αk U .
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Proof. We proceed by induction on the dimension and proper subsets of U . If U is
0-dimensional, there is nothing to prove. If U is an atom of any dimension, then ∂αkU is
a k-globe, and by Lemma 2.22 applied to the (k + 1)-globe ∂βk+1U , we have that ∆
−
k U
and ∆+k U are disjoint and both inhabited. So any x ∈ ∆
α
kU satisfies the statement.
Suppose U is n-dimensional and has a proper decomposition U1 #m U2, where at least
one of U1 and U2 is n-dimensional. If m = n − 1, then ∂
−
n−1U = ∂
−
n−1U1 and ∂
+
n−1U =
∂+n−1U2. In this case, both U1 and U2 are n-dimensional (otherwise the decomposition is
not proper), so by the inductive hypothesis, ∂αn−1U is (n− 1)-dimensional. Picking any
(n − 1)-dimensional x ∈ ∂−n−1U = ∂
−
n−1U1 such that x /∈ ∂
+
n−1U1 = U1 ∩ U2, necessarily
x /∈ ∂+n−1U2 = ∂
+
n−1U ; similarly we find y ∈ ∂
+
n−1U such that y /∈ ∂
−
n−1U . For k < n− 1,
we have ∂αkU = ∂
α
k (∂
−
n−1U) = ∂
α
kU1, so we can use the inductive hypothesis on U1 to
find suitable k-dimensional elements.
Ifm < n−1, then ∂αkU = ∂
α
k (∂
α
n−1U1 #m ∂
α
n−1U2). By the inductive hypothesis, either
∂αn−1U1 or ∂
α
n−1U2 is (n − 1)-dimensional; therefore, ∂
α
n−1U1 #m ∂
α
n−1U2 is an (n − 1)-
dimensional molecule, and again we can apply the inductive hypothesis.
Definition 4.36. Given a closed subset U of a globular poset, for each n ∈ N, let
MaxnU be the bipartite directed graph with {x ∈ U |dim(x) ≤ n} + {x ∈ U |x is
maximal and dim(x) > n} as set of vertices, and an edge y → x if and only if
• dim(y) ≤ n, dim(x) > n, and y ∈ ∂−n x \ ∂n−1x, or
• dim(y) > n, dim(x) ≤ n, and x ∈ ∂+n y \ ∂n−1y.
This is the subgraph of LnU whose vertices of dimension greater than n are restricted
to the maximal elements of U .
Lemma 4.37. Let U be an (n+1)-globe. For all x ∈ ∂−n U \∂n−1U and x
′ ∈ ∂+n U \∂n−1U ,
there is a path from x to x′ in MaxnU .
Proof. Since any element of ∂αnU \ ∂n−1U is in the closure of an n-dimensional element,
the statement follows immediately from Lemma 2.23.
Lemma 4.38. Let U be a molecule in a globular poset, and frdim(U) = n. ThenMaxnU
is acyclic.
Proof. We will prove the statement in two steps:
1. if U is an (n+ 1)-dimensional molecule, then MaxnU is acyclic;
2. if MaxnU contains a cycle, then Maxn(∂
α
n+1U) contains a cycle.
By Proposition 4.35, ∂αn+1U is an (n + 1)-dimensional molecule, so the first and the
second statement combined lead to a contradiction under the assumption that MaxnU
has a cycle.
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We prove the first statement by induction on proper subsets of U . If U is an atom,
the statement is true because ∆−U and ∆+U are disjoint. Otherwise, suppose U has a
proper decomposition U1 #k U2, where necessarily k ≤ n; it is easy to check thatMaxnU
contains both MaxnU1 and MaxnU2.
If k < n, then U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+
k U1 = ∂
−
k U2 is contained in the union of the ∂n−1x for
x ∈ U , so it cannot contain any element of ∂αnx \ ∂n−1x. It follows that MaxnU is the
disjoint union of MaxnU1 and MaxnU2.
If k = n, finite paths in MaxnU are either contained in MaxnU1 or in MaxnU2,
or they reach an element x ∈ ∂+U1 = ∂
−U2 = U1 ∩ U2 from an (n + 1)-dimensional
element y ∈ U1, before entering an (n + 1)-dimensional element y
′ ∈ U2. But y can
only be reached from an element of ∂−y \ ∂n−1y, which does not belong to ∂
+U1, and
from y′ the path can only reach an element of ∂+y′ \ ∂n−1y
′, which does not belong to
∂−U2. Hence, any path in MaxnU consists of a path inMaxnU1, followed by a path in
MaxnU2; by the inductive hypothesis, MaxnU is acyclic.
Next, we prove the second statement. If U has frame dimension n, for all pairs x, y
of maximal elements, cl{x} ∩ cl{y} is at most n-dimensional, so any z ∈ ∆n+1x is only
covered by elements in the closure of x, and z ∈ ∆αn+1x implies z ∈ ∆
α
n+1U . It follows
that ∂αn+1U contains ∂
α
n+1x for all maximal elements x ∈ U .
Suppose MaxnU has a cycle. This cycle is a concatenation of two-step paths x →
y → x′ where y ∈ U is a maximal element, and x ∈ ∂−n y \ ∂n−1y, x
′ ∈ ∂+n y \ ∂n−1y.
By Lemma 4.37 applied to the (n + 1)-globe ∂αn+1y, there is a path x → . . . → x
′ in
Maxn(∂
α
n+1y), hence in Maxn(∂
α
n+1U). Replacing each two-step path in the cycle with
such a path, we obtain a cycle in Maxn(∂
α
n+1U). This concludes the proof.
The key observation is that acyclicity ofMaxnU , a weaker condition than acyclicity
of LnU , is sufficient in the proof of [Ste93, Proposition 6.6]. From here on, we can simply
follow Steiner’s steps.
Lemma 4.39. Let U be a molecule in a globular poset, frdim(U) = n, and let x, y be
distinct maximal elements of U . Then cl{x} ∩ cl{y} ⊆ (∂+n x ∩ ∂
−
n y) ∪ (∂
+
n y ∩ ∂
−
n x).
Proof. The proof of [Ste93, Proposition 6.4], showing that the statement holds for loop-
free molecules in a directed complex, only uses two properties of loop-free atoms x of
dimension greater than n: that ∂+n x ∩ ∂
−
n x = ∂n−1x, and that ∂
α
nx is pure and n-
dimensional. Both are also true of atoms in a globular poset.
Lemma 4.40. Let U be a molecule in a globular poset, frdim(U) = n > 0. The maximal
elements of U of dimension greater than n can be listed as x1, . . . , xm, such that cl{xi}∩
cl{xj} ⊆ ∂
+
n xi ∩ ∂
−
n xj if i < j.
Proof. By Lemma 4.38, we can list the maximal elements of U of dimension greater than
n as x1, . . . , xm, in such a way that there is no path from xj to xi in MaxnU if j > i.
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Then the proof of [Ste93, Proposition 6.5] goes through unmodified.
Theorem 4.41. All molecules in a globular poset are split.
Proof. Let U be a molecule with frdim(U) = n, and suppose U is not an atom. We list
the maximal elements of U of dimension greater than n as x1, . . . , xm, as in Lemma 4.40.
Because U has frame dimension n, there exist p < q ≤ m such that ∆+nxp ∩∆
−
n xq is
inhabited. Let
U1 := ∂
−
n U ∪
p⋃
i=1
cl{xi}, U2 := ∂
+
n U ∪
m⋃
j=p+1
cl{xj}.
Then, U = U1 #n U2 and U1 ∩U2 6⊆ ∂nU is proved as in [Ste93, Proposition 6.6], and we
conclude by Lemma 4.34.
Therefore, if P is a globular poset, MoℓnP = SMoℓnP for all n, and MoℓP and
SMoℓP are identical partial ω-categories.
Remark 4.42. An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.41 is that not all directed com-
plexes — not even in our strengthened sense, with an underlying oriented graded poset
— are globular posets: see the non-split molecule of [Ste93, Section 8], originally con-
structed by Power, for a counterexample.
We can state our final version of Theorem 4.32 for globular posets.
Theorem 4.43. Let P be a globular poset. Then (MoℓP )∗ admits the structure of a
polygraph, whose n-dimensional generators are the n-dimensional atoms of P .
This assignment extends to a functor (Moℓ−)∗ : GlobPos→ Pol, which is faithful
and injective on objects.
Proof. The first statement follows from Theorem 4.32 together with Theorem 4.41.
For the second statement, an inclusion ı : P →֒ Q of globular posets determines a
sequence of functions cl{x} 7→ cl{ı(x)} sending generators of (MoℓP )∗ to generators of
(MoℓQ)∗. These are compatible with boundaries and compositions (because they are
between the partial ω-categories MoℓP and MoℓQ), so they determine a unique map
of polygraphs. It is easy to check that this assignment is functorial.
Faithfulness of the functor is a consequence of the bijection between elements of
P and generators of (MoℓP )∗. Moreover, because (MoℓP )∗ is dimension-wise freely
generated, for all y ∈ P (n) and x ∈ P (n+1) the n-dimensional generator cl{y} appears as
a factor in an expression of ∂αcl{x} if and only if y ∈ ∆αx; thus we can reconstruct P
from the polygraph (MoℓP )∗. This gives injectivity on objects.
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4.4 Regular polygraphs are polygraphs
Restricting to the subcategory Globe, we obtain a functor (Moℓ−)∗ : Globe→ ωCat.
Now, Globe is a small category (there are countably many atomic globes, and only
finitely many morphisms between each two), and ωCat is locally small and cocomplete
[Bat98]. By [ML71, Theorem X.4.1-2], the left Kan extension of (Moℓ−)∗ along the
Yoneda embedding y : Globe →֒ rPol exists, and is given, for each regular polygraph
X, by the coend
X 7→ Xω :=
∫ U∈Globe
(MoℓU)∗ ×X(U). (4)
We will prove that (4) factors through a full and faithful functor −ω : rPol → Pol,
exhibiting rPol as a full subcategory of Pol.
Remark 4.44. To simplify the notation, we will write Uω in place of (MoℓU)
∗ for an
atomic globe U : this is justified by the fact that (MoℓU)∗ is isomorphic to (yU)ω, where
yU is the Yoneda embedding of U .
Theorem 4.45. Let X be a regular polygraph. Then the ω-category Xω admits the
structure of a polygraph, whose n-dimensional generators are indexed by atomic n-globes
U and elements of X(U).
This assignment extends to a full and faithful functor −ω : rPol→ Pol.
Proof. For each atomic n-globe U with greatest element x, let x : Onω → Uω be the unique
functor sending n to cl{x}, and ∂x : ∂Onω → ∂Uω its restriction to (n− 1)-skeleta. Then
∂Onω O
n
ω
∂Uω Uω
∂x x
is a pushout diagram in ωCat. This means that in the pushout diagrams involved in the
definition of a polygraph X, we can replace standard n-globes with arbitrary n-globes
indexed by the n-dimensional generators of X:
∐
x∈AnX
∂Uω(x)
∐
x∈AnX
Uω(x)
σ≤n−1X σ≤nX
(∂x)x∈AnX (x)x∈AnX
.
(5)
Moreover, ∂Uω is a polygraph whose generators correspond to the elements of ∂U . Thus,
it is the colimit of the diagram of the inclusions of its generators, which are images
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through (Moℓ−)∗ of inclusions of globes. Then, in the colimit diagram (5), we can
replace each ∂Uω(x) with its diagram of inclusions of generators, and its maps to Uω(x)
and to σ≤n−1X with the corresponding restrictions.
Let X be a regular polygraph. In the colimit diagram that exhibits Xω as the coend
(4), we have a functor Uω × X(U) =
∐
x∈X(U) Uω → Xω for each atomic n-globe U ,
restricting for each x ∈ X(U) to an n-cell x : Uω → Xω. For each n, let AnXω be
the set of these cells, indexed by atomic n-globes U and elements x ∈ X(U); then let
Uω(x) := Uω for any such x. Now, the colimit diagram that defines Xω looks very
much like the definition of a polygraph, as rephrased above: it is a diagram of globes
indexed by {AnXω}n∈N, and because there are no inclusions of n-globes into k-globes
when n > k, and only trivial ones for n = k, the n-skeleton of Xω is the colimit of the
diagram restricted to k-globes with k ≤ n.
The only apparent difference is that, in the rephrased definition of polygraph, the
diagram above Uω(x) has a unique inclusion of globes for each atom of U , which cor-
responds to a unique cell of the (n − 1)-skeleton of X; whereas in the coend defining
Xω, the diagram above Uω(x) consists of the image of all inclusions V →֒ U in Globe.
However, by Lemma 2.24, any such inclusion is uniquely determined by its image in U :
if two inclusions of globes ı1, ı2 : V →֒ U have the same image, they determine a pair of
isomorphisms V →֒ ı1(V ) = ı2(V ), so they must be equal.
This allows us to conclude that Xω is a polygraph with the specified structure. The
fact that a map of regular polygraphs f : X → Y induces a map of polygraphs is
immediate from the description of the generators of Xω and Yω, since f sends x ∈ X(U)
to f(x) ∈ Y (U).
Faithfulness is also immediate: two maps of polygraphs fω, gω : Xω → Yω are equal if
and only if they are equal on the generators of Xω, if and only if fU , gU : X(U)→ Y (U)
are equal for all globes U , equivalently, if f, g are equal as maps of regular polygraphs.
Finally, if f : Xω → Yω is a map of polygraphs, it must send an n-dimensional
generator indexed by x ∈ X(U) to another n-dimensional generator indexed by f(x) ∈
X(U ′); it suffices to show that U = U ′. If U is the only 0-globe, this is obvious, and it
is enough if X is 0-dimensional, that is, X(U) is empty when U has dimension n > 0.
For n > 0, we can assume the inductive hypothesis that, for all k < n and k-
dimensional regular polygraphs Z, any map of polygraphs g : Zω → Yω is in the image
of −ω. Now, ∂
αf(x) : ∂αU ′ω → Yω, which is a colimit in Pol/Yω of the generators
f(y) : Vω → Yω in ∂
αf(x) and their inclusions, can be computed as a colimit in rPol/Y ,
preserved by −ω.
By the inductive hypothesis, the post-composition with f of the diagram of ∂αx :
∂αUω → Xω, the generators y : Vω → Xω in ∂
αx, and their inclusions is also the image
through −ω of a diagram in rPol/Y ; from the universal property of colimits, we obtain
a map ∂αU → ∂αU ′ in rPol, which is necessarily an isomorphism. By Proposition
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3.21 atomic n-globes are classified up to isomorphism by their (n− 1)-boundaries; since
Globe is skeletal, U = U ′.
Remark 4.46. From theorem 4.45, we can deduce embeddings into Pol for presheaves
over any full subcategory of Globe. In particular, taking pOpe to be the full sub-
category of Globe on positive opetopes, and pOpeSet its category of presheaves, we
obtain a full and faithful functor pOpeSet → Pol whose image consists of “positive-
to-one” polygraphs, in the sense of Zawadowski [Zaw07], hence positive opetopic sets in
the sense of [Zaw17].
Other choices for a full subcategory are standard globes, giving the embedding of
globular sets into polygraphs; oriented simplices, giving the embedding of pre-simplicial
sets into polygraphs; and cubes, giving the embedding of pre-cubical sets into polygraphs.
Construction 4.47. The functor −ω : rPol → ωCat has a right adjoint P : ωCat →
rPol, defined by
PX(U) := HomωCat(Uω,X)
for each ω-category X and atomic globe U . We call PX the standard regular resolution
of the ω-category X.
By the classification of atomic globes in Proposition 3.21, the standard regular resol-
ution coincides with the standard resolution by polygraphs of an ω-category, as defined
by Me´tayer [Me´t03, Subsection 4.2], when at each level the boundary of n-generators is
restricted to globe-shaped diagrams of (n − 1)-generators.
We conclude this section by focussing on the extension of the constructions of Sub-
section 2.2 to regular polygraphs.
Definition 4.48. Let Globe+ be the full subcategory of GlobPos consisting of Globe
and the empty globular poset ∅. An augmented regular polygraph is a presheaf on
Globe+. Augmented regular polygraphs and their morphisms form a category rPol+.
For any regular polygraph X, the trivial augmentation X+ of X is the augmented
regular polygraph extending X by X(∅) = {∗}. This determines a full and faithful
functor (−)+ : rPol→ rPol+ in the obvious way.
Construction 4.49. By Proposition 2.47, the lax Gray product restricts to a monoidal
structure on Globe, and by Proposition 2.52, the join restricts to a monoidal structure
on Globe+. There is a canonical way of extending a monoidal structure from a small
category to its category of presheaves, by Day convolution [Day70]: for the lax Gray
product, the monoidal product on rPol is defined by the coend
X ⊠Y :=
∫ U,V ∈Globe
X(U)× Y (V )×HomGlobe(−, U ⊠V ),
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for any pair X,Y of regular polygraphs, and the unit is the Yoneda embedding of 1. For
the join, the monoidal product on rPol+ is defined by
X ⋆Y :=
∫ U,V ∈Globe+
X(U)× Y (V )×HomGlobe+(−, U ⋆ V )
for any pairX,Y of augmented regular polygraphs, and the unit is the Yoneda embedding
of ∅. We can use the latter to induce a second monoidal structure on rPol, definingX ⋆Y
to be (X+ ⋆Y+)ı, where ı is the inclusion Globe
op → Globeop+ .
These monoidal structures are also part of a monoidal biclosed structure: for any
regular polygraphs X,Y,Z, there are regular polygraphs [Y,Z]l and [X,Z]r with natural
isomorphisms
HomrPol(X, [Y,Z]l) ≃ HomrPol(X ⊠Y,Z) ≃ HomrPol(Y, [X,Z]r).
Similarly, for any augmented regular polygraphs X, Y , Z there are augmented regular
polygraphs 〈Y,Z〉l and 〈X,Z〉r with natural isomorphisms
HomrPol+(X, 〈Y,Z〉l) ≃ HomrPol+(X ⋆Y,Z) ≃ HomrPol+(Y, 〈X,Z〉r),
and again, we can use (−)+ and restrictions to obtain constructions of regular poly-
graphs.
Remark 4.50. By restriction to full subcategories of Globe and Globe+, we obtain the
categories of pre-cubical sets with the lax Gray product and of augmented pre-simplicial
sets with the join as full monoidal subcategories of (rPol, ⊠ , 1) and of (rPol+, ⋆ , ∅),
respectively.
The lax Gray product of ω-categories was defined by Al-Agl, Brown, and Steiner
[AABS02], and later studied by Crans [Cra95]. A definition based on augmented directed
complexes was given by Steiner in [Ste04]; the proof of its correctness was completed by
Ara and Maltsiniotis [AM16], who also defined the join of ω-categories.
Let (ωCat, ⊠ , 1) and (ωCat, ⋆ , ∅) denote the monoidal structures on ωCat corres-
ponding, respectively, to the lax Gray product and the join. It seems almost inevitable
that the following should hold.
Conjecture 4.51. Both −ω : (rPol, ⊠ , 1) → (ωCat, ⊠ , 1) and −ω : (rPol, ⋆ , ∅) →
(ωCat, ⋆ , ∅) are monoidal functors.
Proving this, however, seems to require developing the relation between our theory
and that of Steiner, Ara, and Maltsiniotis further than we intended. We give a few
partial results, and leave a full proof to future work.
Lemma 4.52. The following statements hold:
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(a) −ω : (rPol, ⊠ , 1)→ (ωCat, ⊠ , 1) is a monoidal functor if and only if its restric-
tion to Globe is monoidal;
(b) −ω : (rPol, ⋆ , ∅)→ (ωCat, ⋆ , ∅) is a monoidal functor if and only if its restriction
to Globe+ is monoidal.
Proof. For the first point: Globe is a dense subcategory of rPol, and the lax Gray
product, being part of a biclosed structure, preserves colimits separately in each argu-
ment. Thus, for any pair of regular polygraphs X,Y ,
X ⊠Y ≃ colim
U→X
U ⊠ colim
V→Y
V ≃ colim
U→X,V→Y
(U ⊠V ),
where U, V range over atomic globes. Moreover, −ω, being a left adjoint, preserves colim-
its, and by [AM16, The´ore`me A.15] the lax Gray product of ω-categories also preserves
colimits separately in each variable: therefore, if −ω : (Globe, ⊠ , 1)→ (ωCat, ⊠ , 1) is
monoidal,
(X ⊠Y )ω ≃ colim
(U→X)ω ,(V→Y )ω
(U ⊠V )ω ≃ colim
(U→X)ω ,(V→Y )ω
(Uω ⊠Vω) ≃ Xω ⊠Yω.
and all isomorphisms are natural in X and Y . The other direction is obvious.
The proof of the second point is analogous, using the fact that any regular polygraph
is the colimit of a connected diagram in Globe+ (because the latter contains the initial
object of rPol), and that joins of ω-categories preserve connected colimits separately in
each argument [AM16, The´ore`me 7.28].
LetGlobetlf andGlobetlf+ be the full subcategories ofGlobe andGlobe+ on totally
loop-free globes (Definition 4.24). By [Ste93, Theorem 2.19], they form monoidal sub-
categories of (Globe, ⊠ , 1) and of (Globe+, ⋆ , ∅), respectively.
Lemma 4.53. Both −ω : (Globe
tlf , ⊠ , 1)→ (ωCat, ⊠ , 1) and −ω : (Globe
tlf
+ , ⋆ , ∅)→
(ωCat, ⋆ , ∅) are monoidal functors.
Sketch of the proof. If U is a totally loop-free globe, then the augmented directed com-
plex KU (Definition 3.18) is a strong Steiner complex (complexe de Steiner fort) with
basis U , in the sense of [AM16, 2.10]. Strong Steiner complexes form a full monoidal
subcategory Stf of ADC both with the tensor product and the join.
There is a functor ν : ADC → ωCat, described in [Ste04, Definition 2.8], which
restricted to Stf is full and faithful, and exhibits (Stf ,⊗, I) and (Stf , ⋆ , 0) as full mon-
oidal subcategories of (ωCat, ⊠ , 1) and of (ωCat, ⋆ , ∅), respectively [AM16, The´ore`me
A.15 and The´ore`me 7.28].
Moreover, by [Ste04, Theorem 6.1], if K is a strong Steiner complex with basis B,
the ω-category νK is a polygraph, whose generators correspond to elements of B. It is
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straightforward to use this and our Theorem 4.43 to establish an isomorphism between
(MoℓU)∗ and νK(U), natural in U , for all totally loop-free globes U .
It follows that−ω restricted toGlobe
tlf orGlobetlf+ factors as νK(−) throughADC,
and we conclude by Proposition 3.20.
By the two lemmas combined, we have reduced the task of proving Conjecture 4.51
to proving that the definitions of lax Gray products and joins coincide on non-totally-
loop-free globes. Unfortunately, the monoidality of K : GlobPos → ADC does not
seem directly useful for this extension, as ν is in general only lax monoidal: we would
need to prove both that νK(P ) is naturally isomorphic to (MoℓP )∗ for all globular
posets P , and that ν is monoidal on the image of K.
Remark 4.54. Something we can do is to restrict K to Globe, and extend it along
colimits to obtain a monoidal functor K : (rPol, ⊠ , 1)→ (ADC,⊗, I). Post-composed
with the forgetful functor from augmented directed complexes to chain complexes of
abelian groups, this coincides, on regular polygraphs, with the linearisation functor of
polygraphs [Me´t03, Subsection 3.3].
Construction 4.55. Let X be a regular polygraph, and J ⊆ N+. The J-dual DJ(X) of
X is the regular polygraph defined by DJ(X)(−) := X(DJ (−)). For each J , this defines
an endofunctor DJ(−) on rPol.
In particular, we write X◦, Xop, and Xco for X((−)◦), X((−)op), and X((−)co),
respectively.
Proposition 4.56. There exist canonical isomorphisms of regular polygraphs
(X ⊠Y )op ≃ Y op⊠Xop, (X ⊠Y )co ≃ Y co⊠Xco, (X ⊠Y )◦ ≃ X◦⊠Y ◦,
(X ⋆Y )op ≃ Y op ⋆Xop,
natural in X and Y .
Proof. We have
(X ⊠Y )op =
∫ U,V ∈Globe
X(U) × Y (V )×HomGlobe((−)
op, U ⊠V ) =
=
∫ U,V ∈Globe
X(Uop)× Y (V op)×HomGlobe((−)
op, Uop⊠V op)
because the coend is over all globes, and any globe U is equal to (Uop)op. By Proposition
2.58, this is isomorphic to∫ U,V ∈Globe
X(Uop)× Y (V op)×HomGlobe((−)
op, (V ⊠U)op) ≃
≃
∫ U,V ∈Globe
Xop(U)× Y op(V )×HomGlobe(−, V ⊠U) = Y
op
⊠Xop.
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The other natural isomorphisms are constructed in the same way, using the appropriate
parts of Proposition 2.58.
Proposition 4.57. Let J ⊆ N+. There exist isomorphisms of ω-categories (DJ (X))ω ≃
DJ(Xω), natural in the regular polygraph X.
Proof. It suffices to construct isomorphisms (DJ(U))ω ≃ DJ(Uω) natural in atomic
globes U and inclusions, because DJ (−) is an invertible endofunctor both in rPol and
in ωCat, so in particular it preserves colimits; we will then have
(DJ (X))ω ≃ (colim
U→X
DJ(U))ω ≃ colim
(U→X)ω
(DJ (U))ω ≃ colim
(U→X)ω
DJ(Uω) ≃
≃ DJ( colim
(U→X)ω
Uω) ≃ DJ(Xω).
Let P be a globular poset. We will prove that U is an n-molecule in P if and only if
DJ(U) is an n-molecule in DJ(P ), and ∂
α
k (DJ (U)) = DJ(∂
±α
k U), the sign depending
on whether k + 1 ∈ J or not. If U is an atom, this is immediate from Proposition
2.57 and the characterisation of k-boundaries of globes in Proposition 3.28. If U has
a proper decomposition U1 #k U2, then U1 ∩ U2 = ∂
+
k U1 = ∂
−
k U2, and, equivalently by
the inductive hypothesis, DJ (U1) ∩ DJ(U2) = ∂
±
k DJ(U1) = ∂
∓
k DJ(U2), which means
that either DJ(U1)#kDJ(U2) or DJ (U2)#kDJ(U1) is defined and equal to DJ(U). The
relation between the k-boundaries of U and of DJ(U) is then a consequence of Corollary
4.19.
This determines an isomorphism of the underlying globular sets ofMoℓ(DJ (P )) and
DJ(MoℓP ); naturality in P and compatibility with units and compositions are obvious.
Restricting to atomic globes and whiskering with the functor (−)∗, we obtain a natural
isomorphism between (DJ (P ))ω and (DJ(MoℓP ))
∗; to conclude, it suffices to show that
DJ(−)
∗ and DJ(−
∗) are naturally isomorphic, which is a simple exercise.
5 Geometric realisation
We informally introduced n-globes as shapes of cells whose k-boundaries are shaped as
k-balls for each k < n. In this section, we make this precise, by defining the geometric
realisation of a globular poset and of a regular polygraph.
First, we need to recall some basic notions from algebraic and combinatorial topology;
we refer to any textbook, for example [May99] and [GJ09], for more details. We will
work with the “convenient” category cgHaus of compactly generated Hausdorff spaces.
We assume that the definitions of simplicial set, their category sSet, and the geometric
realisation |− | : sSet→ cgHaus are known by the reader. Throughout this section, we
will not always distinguish between an oriented graded poset and its underlying poset;
the context should decide which one we mean.
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Construction 5.1. Let P be a poset. The nerve of P is the simplicial set NP whose
• n-simplices are chains (x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xn) of length n in P ,
• face maps are defined by (x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xn) 7→ (x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xk−1 ≤ xk+1 ≤ . . . ≤ xn),
and
• degeneracy maps are defined by (x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xn) 7→ (x1 ≤ . . . ≤ xk ≤ xk ≤ . . . ≤
xn),
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n.
The nerve construction extends to a functor N : Pos→ sSet, which post-composed
with | − | gives a functor |N − | : Pos → cgHaus. Precomposing with the forgetful
functor GlobPos → Pos, we obtain a functor |N − | : GlobPos → cgHaus, that we
call the geometric realisation of a globular poset.
The functor |N − | has the property that |N(P ⊠Q)| is naturally homeomorphic to
the product of spaces |NP |×|NQ|, and |N(P ⋆Q)| to the join of spaces |NP | ⋆ |NQ|, for
any pair of posets P , Q. Thus |N−| becomes a monoidal functor from (GlobPos, ⊠ , 1)
to (cgHaus,×, 1) and from (GlobPos, ⋆ , ∅) to (cgHaus, ⋆ , ∅).
Remark 5.2. In combinatorics, it is more common to consider the order complex of a
poset, an ordered simplicial complex, rather than the nerve, a simplicial set. Neverthe-
less, the two notions of geometric realisation coincide up to homeomorphism.
In what follows, let Dn be a model of the n-ball, and ∂Dn its boundary, homeo-
morphic to the (n − 1)-sphere; for a map x : Dn → X, let ∂x be its restriction to
∂Dn.
Definition 5.3. A CW complex is a topological space X together with a non-decreasing
sequence {σ≤nX →֒ X}n∈N of subspaces, the n-skeleta, and families {AnX}n∈N of maps
x : Dn → σ≤nX, such that X =
⋃
n∈N σ≤nX and, for all n,∐
x∈AnX
∂Dn
∐
x∈AnX
Dn
σ≤n−1X σ≤nX
(∂x)x∈AnX (x)x∈AnX
is a pushout diagram in cgHaus.
A CW complex is regular if, for all n and x ∈ AnX, the map x : D
n → X is a
homeomorphism onto its image.
By analogy with polygraphs, we will call x ∈ AnX an n-dimensional generator of
the CW complex X, even though the term is more commonly associated to an algebraic
setting.
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Definition 5.4. Let X be a CW complex. The face poset FX of X is the poset whose
elements are the generators of X, and for any pair of generators x : Dk → X and
y : Dn → X we have x ≤ y if and only if x(Dk) ⊆ y(Dn).
The face poset is, arguably, the simplest non-trivial combinatorial structure that one
can associate to a CW complex, yet for regular CW complexes, it specifies the type of
the underlying topological space up to homeomorphism.
Theorem 5.5. [LW69, Theorem 1.7] Let X be a regular CW complex. Then |N(FX)|
is homeomorphic to X.
In [Bjo¨84], Bjo¨rner studied criteria for a poset to be the face poset of a regular CW
complex. The following is [Definition 2.1, ibid.].
Definition 5.6. A poset with a least element P⊥ is a CW poset if P has at least one
element, and, for all x ∈ P , the geometric realisation |N(∂x)| is homeomorphic to a
sphere.
Proposition 5.7. [Bjo¨84, Proposition 3.1] A poset P is the face poset of a regular CW
complex if and only if P⊥ is a CW poset.
We will prove that if P is a globular poset, then P⊥ is a CW poset. For this
purpose, we go through the intermediate notion of a recursively dividable poset, defined
in [Hac00b]. The following is a rephrasing of [Definition 3.1, ibid.]; note that we use a
pure n-dimensional subset U where Hachimori would add an (n+1)-dimensional greatest
element.
Definition 5.8. Let P be a graded poset. We define a class of pure subsets U of P ,
that we call recursively dividable.
The empty subset is recursively dividable. Suppose U is inhabited, pure and n-
dimensional. Then U is recursively dividable if and only if ∂x is recursively dividable
for all x ∈ U (n), and, inductively on the number of maximal elements of U , either
• U has a greatest element, or
• there is a non-trivial bi-partition {x1,1, . . . , x1,p}, {x2,1, . . . , x2,q} of the maximal
elements of U , such that
1. U1 := cl{x1,1, . . . , x1,p} and U2 := cl{x2,1, . . . , x2,q} are recursively dividable,
and
2. U1 ∩ U2 is pure, (n− 1)-dimensional, and recursively dividable.
Proposition 5.9. Let U be a globe. Then U and ∂U are recursively dividable.
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Proof. If U is a 0-globe, this is immediate from the definition, so suppose U is an n-globe
with n > 0.
We have ∂U = ∂−U∪∂+U , where ∂−U and ∂+U are (n−1)-globes, and ∂−U∩∂+U =
∂(∂αU) is the boundary of an (n−1)-globe: all are recursively dividable by the inductive
hypothesis. It follows that ∂U is recursively dividable.
If U is atomic, we are done. Otherwise, U splits as U1∪U2, where U1, U2 are n-globes
with fewer maximal elements, and their intersection U1 ∩U2 is an (n− 1)-globe. All are
recursively dividable by the inductive hypothesis, so U is recursively dividable.
We do not know, at the moment, whether globes are also strongly dividable in the
sense of [Hac00b, Definition 4.2].
Theorem 5.10. Let U be an n-globe. Then |NU | is homeomorphic to an n-ball, and
|N(∂U)| is homeomorphic to an (n− 1)-sphere.
Proof. By Proposition 5.9 and [Hac00b, Proposition 3.6], the order complexes of U and
∂U are constructible simplicial complexes [Definition 2.7, ibid.]. Moreover, by thinness
and Lemma 2.22, each (n−1)-simplex is a face of at most two n-simplices. The statement
then follows from [Hac00a, Proposition 2.16].
Corollary 5.11. If P is a globular poset, then P⊥ is a CW poset.
Therefore, the geometric realisation of a globular poset P admits the structure of a
CW complex whose generators are the geometric realisations of the atomic globes of P ,
and this CW complex is regular.
Construction 5.12. Restricting the geometric realisation functor toGlobe, and taking
its left Kan extension along the Yoneda embedding of Globe into rPol, we obtain a
functor | − | : rPol→ cgHaus, which sends any regular polygraph X to the coend
|X| :=
∫ U∈Globe
|NU | ×X(U);
we call this the geometric realisation of regular polygraphs.
The geometric realisation of regular polygraphs has a right adjoint S : cgHaus →
rPol, defined on a space X by
SX(U) := HomcgHaus(|NU |,X),
for each atomic globe U ; we call SX the singular regular polygraph of the space X.
It should be evident from our presentation that, modulo the different context cat-
egories and basic n-dimensional objects, the definition of polygraph and the definition of
CW complex are formally identical. Thus, our proof that regular polygraphs are poly-
graphs translates perfectly; moreover, the restriction of | − | to Globe maps lax Gray
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products to products, and joins to joins, and the argument of Lemma 4.52 applies. We
can state the following.
Theorem 5.13. Let X be a regular polygraph. Then the topological space |X| admits
the structure of a CW complex, whose n-dimensional generators are indexed by n-globes
U and elements of X(U).
This assignment extends to a faithful functor | − | : rPol → cgHaus, which is
monoidal from (rPol, ⊠ , 1) to (cgHaus,×, 1) and from (rPol, ⋆ , ∅) to (cgHaus, ⋆ , ∅).
Combined with the embedding of rPol into Pol, this justifies our informal description
of regular polygraphs.
We do not know, at the moment, whether this description is tight, in the sense that,
if we associate an “oriented face poset” to an arbitrary pasting diagram of ω-categories,
then the geometric realisation of all its k-boundaries is a k-ball if and only if the oriented
face poset is a globe.
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A Lax Gray product of globes
In what follows, let n∨m denote the greatest, and n∧m the least between two natural
numbers n,m.
Lemma A.1. Let U be an n-globe and V an m-globe. For all k < n+m,
∂α . . . ∂β︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+m−k
(U ⊠V ) = ∂αk (U ⊠V ) =
n∧k⋃
i=(k−m)∨0
∂αi U ⊠ ∂
(−)iα
k−i V. (6)
Proof. If n = 0 orm = 0, U ⊠V is isomorphic to V and U , respectively, and the equation
becomes ∂αk (U ⊠V ) = U ⊠ ∂
α
k V and ∂
α
k (U ⊠V ) = ∂
α
kU ⊠V , respectively.
Suppose n,m > 0. The product U ⊠V is pure and (n + m)-dimensional, so its
boundary ∂α(U ⊠V ) is equal to cl∆α(U ⊠V ), and by construction
∆α(U ⊠V ) = (∆αU ⊠V ) + (U ⊠∆(−)
nαV ).
Ths proves (6) for k = n+m− 1.
Supposing we have proved the equation for k + 1, ∂βk+1(U ⊠V ) is pure and (k +
1)-dimensional as a union of pure (k + 1)-dimensional sets, so it suffices to identify
∆α(∂βk+1(U ⊠V )). Suppose x⊠ y is k-dimensional with dim(x) = i and dim(y) = k − i.
If x⊠ y ∈ ∆α(∂βk+1(U ⊠V )), and x
′ covers x, then x′⊠ y covers x⊠ y with orientation
α, so x′ covers x with orientation α. Therefore x ∈ ∆αi U . Similarly, if y
′ covers y,
then x⊠ y′ covers x⊠ y with orientation α, so y′ covers y with orientation (−)iα, and
y ∈ ∆
(−)iα
k−i V .
This proves one inclusion, and the proof does not change if we assume x⊠ y ∈
∆αk (U ⊠V ). The converse inclusion is proved similarly.
Lemma A.2. Let U be an n-globe and V an m-globe. Then:
(a) U ⊠V is an (n+m)-globe;
(b) if n,m > 0, ∂α(U ⊠V ) splits into subglobes ∂αU ⊠V and U ⊠ ∂(−)
nαV ;
(c) if U ′ ⊑ U and V ′ ⊑ V , then U ′⊠V ′ ⊑ U ⊠V .
Proof. We proceed by double induction on the dimension and number of maximal ele-
ments of U and V . If U or V is 0-dimensional, then U ⊠V is isomorphic to V or U ,
respectively, and there is nothing to prove.
Suppose n,m > 0; then U ⊠V is pure and (n +m)-dimensional. We first need to
show that ∂α(U ⊠V ) is a globe, splitting as in (b). This will be a consequence of the
following, more general statement.
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Sub-Lemma A.3. For all k < n + m, ∂α . . . ∂α︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+m−k
(U ⊠V ) is a k-globe, and it has
∂αk (∂
αU ⊠V ) and ∂αk (U ⊠ ∂
(−)nαV ) as subglobes.
Proof of the Sub-Lemma. If k < n, only boundaries of U appear in (6), which is therefore
equal to
∂α . . . ∂α︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+m−1)−k
(∂αU ⊠V ) = ∂αk (∂
αU ⊠V ),
a k-globe by the inductive hypothesis that ∂αU ⊠V is a globe, and trivially a subglobe of
itself. Similarly if k < m only boundaries of V appear, and by the inductive hypothesis
∂αk (U ⊠ ∂
(−)nαV ) is a k-globe and a subglobe of itself.
Suppose k ≥ n. Then (6) splits as
(U ⊠ ∂
(−)nα
k−n V ) ∪
n−1⋃
i=(k−m)∨0
∂αi U ⊠ ∂
(−)iα
k−i V = (U ⊠ ∂
(−)nα
k−n V ) ∪ ∂
α
k (∂
αU ⊠V ). (7)
Both sets in the right-hand side are k-globes by the inductive hypothesis. Moreover,
(U ⊠∂
(−)nα
k−n V ) ∩ ∂
α
k (∂
αU ⊠V ) = ∂αU ⊠ ∂
(−)nα
k−n V
= ∂α(U ⊠ ∂
(−)nα
k−n V ) ∩ ∂
−α
k−1(∂
αU ⊠V ).
By the inductive hypothesis on the main statement, ∂αU ⊠ ∂
(−)nα
k−n V is a subglobe of
∂α(U ⊠ ∂
(−)nα
k−n V ) and of ∂
−α
k−1(∂
αU ⊠V ), while by the inductive hypothesis for the sub-
lemma
∂αk−1(∂
αU ⊠V ) ⊑ ∂α . . . ∂α︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+m−(k−1)
(U ⊠V ),
∂−α(U ⊠ ∂
(−)nα
k−n V ) ⊑ ∂
−α . . . ∂−α︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+m−(k−1)
(U ⊠V ).
This proves that ∂α . . . ∂α︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+m−k
(U ⊠V ) is a globe, splitting as in (7), with ∂αk (∂
αU ⊠V ) as a
subglobe. Similarly, when k ≥ m, from the decomposition of (6)
(∂αk−mU ⊠V ) ∪
n∧k⋃
i=k−(m−1)
∂αi U ⊠ ∂
(−)iα
k−i V = (∂
α
k−mU ⊠V ) ∪ ∂
α
k (U ⊠ ∂
(−)nαV )
we obtain that ∂αk (U ⊠ ∂
(−)nαV ) is a subglobe.
If U and V are atomic globes, there is nothing else to prove. Suppose U is non-atomic
and splits as U1 ∪ U2, so U ⊠V = (U1⊠V ) ∪ (U2⊠V ). By the inductive hypothesis,
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(U1⊠V ) and (U2⊠V ) are both (n+m)-globes, their intersection (U1⊠V )∩ (U2⊠V ) =
(U1 ∩ U2)⊠ V is an (n+m− 1)-globe, and
(U1⊠V ) ∩ (U2⊠V ) ⊑ ∂
+U1⊠V ⊑ ∂
+(U1⊠V ),
(U1⊠V ) ∩ (U2⊠V ) ⊑ ∂
−U2⊠V ⊑ ∂
−(U2⊠V ).
It only remains to show the following.
Sub-Lemma A.4. ∂−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ ∂
−(U ⊠V ) and ∂+(U2⊠V ) ⊑ ∂
+(U ⊠V ).
Proof of the Sub-Lemma. We can assume the statement is true for U ⊠V ′ where V ′ has
a lower dimension than V . Split ∂−(U ⊠V ) as U˜1 ∪ U˜2, where
U˜1 := (∂
−U ⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠∂
(−)n−1V ), U˜2 := U2⊠ ∂
(−)n−1V.
We want to prove that this is a decomposition into subglobes, and that ∂−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ U˜1.
First of all,
U˜1 ∩ U˜2 = ∂
−U2⊠ ∂
(−)n−1V
is a globe, and a subglobe of ∂−U˜2. By the inductive hypothesis for the sub-lemma, we
also have
∂+U˜2 = ∂
+(U2⊠ ∂
(−)n−1V ) ⊑ ∂+(U ⊠ ∂(−)
n−1
V ) ⊑ ∂+n+m−2(U ⊠V ).
We still have to show that ∂−U˜1 ⊑ ∂
−
n+m−2(U ⊠V ), that U˜1 ∩ U˜2 ⊑ ∂
+U˜1, and that U˜1
is a globe with ∂−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ U˜1.
First, let us show that the boundaries ∂αU˜1 are globes. For all k < n, we have
∂− . . . ∂−︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+m−1)−k
U˜1 = ∂
−
k (∂
−U ⊠V ),
∂+ . . . ∂+︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+m−1)−k
U˜1 = ∂
+
k ((∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2)⊠ V ),
which are globes by the inductive hypothesis and by Lemma 3.25. For k ≥ n,
∂− . . . ∂−︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+m−1)−k
U˜1 = ∂
−
k (∂
−U ⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠∂
(−)n−1
k−n V ),
∂+ . . . ∂+︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+m−1)−k
U˜1 = ∂
+
k ((∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2)⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠ ∂
(−)n
k−n V ),
and by an inductive step similar to the proof of Sub-Lemma A.3, these are decomposi-
tions into subglobes. Moreover,
U˜1 ∩ U˜2 ⊑ (∂
+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2)⊠ ∂
(−)n−1V ⊑ ∂+((∂+U1 ∪ ∂
−U2)⊠V ) ⊑ ∂
+U˜1.
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Next, let us show that U˜1 is a globe with ∂
−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ U˜1. We will show that, for
all ∂−U1 ⊑W ⊑ ∂
−U ,
W˜ := (W ⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠ ∂
(−)n−1V )
is a globe, and ∂−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ W˜ , by induction on increasing W . For W = ∂
−U1, we
have W˜ = ∂−(U1⊠V ), and we are done.
Suppose that W ⊑ ∂−U splits as W1 ∪W2, with ∂
−U1 ⊑Wi, and ∂
−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ W˜i;
without loss of generality, let i = 1. Then, W˜ = W˜1 ∪ W˜2, for
W˜1 := (W1⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠ ∂
(−)n−1V ), W˜2 :=W2⊠V ;
both of these are globes, and so is their intersection W˜1 ∩ W˜2 = (W1 ∩W2)⊠ V . The
relations W˜1 ∩ W˜2 ⊑ ∂
−W˜2 and ∂
+W˜2 ⊑ ∂
+W˜ are both immediate. For k < n,
∂+k W˜1 = ∂
+
k (W1[∂
+U1/∂
−U1]⊠ V ),
while for k ≥ n
∂+k W˜1 = ∂
+
k (W1[∂
+U1/∂
−U1]⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠ ∂
(−)n
k−n V ),
and we show by another induction in the style of Sub-Lemma A.3 that these are decom-
positions into subglobes. Then
W˜1 ∩ W˜2 ⊑ ∂
+W1⊠V = ∂
+W1[∂
+U1/∂
−U1]⊠V ⊑ ∂
+W˜1.
Moreover, for k < n and k ≥ n, respectively,
∂−k W˜1 = ∂
−
k (W1⊠V ) or ∂
−
k (W1⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠ ∂
(−)n−1
k−n V )
and another inductive argument leads us to ∂−W˜1 ⊑ ∂
−W˜ .
This proves that W˜ = W˜1 ∪ W˜2 is a decomposition into subglobes, and ∂
−U1 ⊑ W .
Because chains ∂−U1 ⊏ . . . ⊏ ∂
−U are finite, U˜1 is a globe and ∂
−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ U˜1.
The only thing left to check is that ∂−U˜1 ⊑ ∂
−
n+m−2(U ⊠V ): this is immediate if
m = 1; otherwise, we have reduced the problem of showing
(∂−U ⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠ ∂
(−)n−1V ) ⊑ (∂−U ⊠V ) ∪ (U ⊠ ∂(−)
n−1
V )
to showing that
∂−(∂−U ⊠V ) ∪ (U1⊠ ∂
(−)n−1
m−2 V ) ⊑ ∂
−(∂−U ⊠V ) ∪ (U ⊠ ∂
(−)n−1
m−2 V ),
and we can turn this into another inductive argument in the style of Sub-Lemma A.3.
We have proved that ∂−(U1⊠V ) ⊑ U˜1 ⊑ ∂
−(U ⊠V ). A dual argument proves that
∂+(U2⊠V ) ⊑ ∂
+(U ⊠V ).
This completes the proof that U ⊠V = (U1⊠V ) ∪ (U2⊠V ) is a decomposition into
subglobes. By a dual argument, we prove that if V splits as V1 ∪ V2, then U ⊠V splits
as (U ⊠V1) ∪ (U ⊠V2), and we are done.
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B Representable regular polygraphs: an introduction
We developed the theory of regular polygraphs as a foundation for a new approach to
weak higher categories. This should comprise:
1. a non-algebraic, fully weak notion of higher category, corresponding to regular
polygraphs that satisfy a representability condition (similar to opetopic higher
categories), and
2. an algebraic, semi-strict notion of higher category, with an underlying representable
regular polygraph.
The copresence of both notions should make regular polygraphs a good context for
the study of semi-strictification, including aspects of C. Simpson’s conjecture [Sim09,
Conjecture 6.5.1].
In [Had18b], we developed this programme in the special case of dimension 2, proving
an equivalence between bicategories and representable merge-bicategories — a truncation
of representable regular polygraphs to dimension 2 — and then exploiting it in a new
semi-strictification argument.
We intend to develop the theory of representable regular polygraphs in a follow-up
article [Had18a]. For the interested reader, we give some basic definitions here, without
much comment.
Let us fix some terminology. We can identify a globular poset P with a regular
polygraph of the same name, having a single generator x ∈ P (U) for each element
x ∈ P , where U is the unique object of Globe isomorphic to cl{x}; if P is an atomic
globe, this regular polygraph is isomorphic to the Yoneda embedding of P . This defines
an embedding of GlobPos into rPol.
Definition B.1. Let X be a regular polygraph. An n-cell x of shape U in X is a map
x : U → X, where U is an n-globe (not necessarily atomic). If U is atomic, n-cells of
shape U are the same as n-generators of shape U .
Definition B.2. For n > 0, a ternary (n+ 1)-globe W is an atomic (n+ 1)-globe with
three n-dimensional elements.
Necessarily, one boundary of W splits into two atomic n-globes W+, W−, with W+∩
W− ⊆ ∂
+W+∩∂
−W−, and the other is a single atomic n-globe W0. A horn of W is any
of the following closed subsets of W :
ΛW0 :=W+ ∪W−, Λ
W
− :=W+ ∪W0, Λ
W
+ := W− ∪W0.
A horn of W in a regular polygraph X is a map λ : ΛWζ → X, where ζ ∈ {+,−, 0}. A
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filler for λ is an (n+ 1)-generator x :W → X such that λ factors as
ΛWζ
W X .x
λ
Definition B.3. Let X be a regular polygraph. We define families DivnX of pairs
(x ∈ X(U), V ⊑ ∂αU) of an n-generator of shape U and a subglobe of ∂αU , to be read
“x is divisible at V ⊑ ∂αU”, coinductively on n. If DivnP is defined, we also define a
family EqnX of n-generators, the n-equivalences of X, by
EqnX := {x ∈ X(U) |dim(U) = n, (x, ∂
+U) and (x, ∂−U) ∈ DivnX}.
We let (x, V ⊑ ∂αU) ∈ DivnX if and only if, for all ternary (n + 1)-globes W with
isomorphisms ı : U →֒ Wα such that ı(V ) = W+ ∩W−, and all horns λ : Λ
W
ζ → X with
ζ ∈ {−α, 0} such that
U
ΛWζ X
ı
λ
x
commutes, there exists a filler z :W → X of λ, such that
1. z is an (n+ 1)-equivalence, and
2. z is divisible at W−α ⊑ ∂
βW .
Remark B.4. Similarly to simplicial and opetopic approaches to higher categories, the
idea is that an equivalence in X of shape W , a ternary globe, exhibits the image of W0
as a composite of the images of W+ and W−.
The notion of a cell of shape U divisible at ∂αU is analogous to a universal cell in the
opetopic or multitopic approach [BD98]. One novelty of our approach is to consider, at
the same time, divisibility at a part of the boundary, which captures universal properties
such as those of Kan extensions and of Kan lifts.
We believe that our second divisibility requirement on horn fillers subsumes, with a
purely existential statement, what was achieved through a universal quantification on
higher-dimensional universal cells in the opetopic approach. This allows us to obtain a
proper coinductive definition, and tackle genuinely infinite-dimensional higher categories,
whereas the opetopic approach had to resort to a truncation to dimension n.
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Remark B.5. If W is a ternary (n + 1)-globe, so is D{n+1}(W ), and each horn of W is
isomorphic to a horn of D{n+1}(W ). Thus, any horn-filling condition for a divisible cell
in a regular polygraph has a “dual”, where the horn filler is of shape D{n+1}(W ) instead
of W .
Example B.6. A 1-generator e of a regular polygraph X, which is of shape ~I, can only
be divisible at ∂+~I or at ∂−~I. If it is divisible at ∂+~I, the relevant horns are those of
the forms
x
e
,
ye
,
which must have fillers
x
e
,
y
e
,
x
e
,
ye
, (8)
all of which are both equivalences, and divisible at the subglobe indicated by the grey
arrow.
In merge-bicategories, seen as “2-truncated” regular polygraphs, e is what we called
(tensor and par) left divisible in [Had18b]. Intuitively, existence of fillers for the first
horn mean that compatible 1-cells can be factorised as e followed by another 1-cell, while
the existence of fillers for the second horn mean that compatible 1-cells can be composed
with e on the left. The fact that the 2-cells in (8) have pairwise the same divisibility
properties implies that by factorising then composing, or composing then factorising, we
will obtain the same result, up to equivalence.
Dually, if e is divisible at ∂−~I, the relevant horns are
x′
e
,
ey
′
,
with fillers
x′
e
,
e
y′
,
x′
e
,
e
y′
;
(9)
in a merge-bicategory, e is what we called (tensor and par) right divisible. Finally, e is
an equivalence if both the fillers (8) and (9) exist.
A 2-generator t of X has shape U (n,m) for some n,m > 0, with ∂−U (n,m) = #n0
~I
and ∂+U (n,m) = #m0
~I. The subglobes W[i1,i2] of ∂
−U (n,m) can be identified with sub-
intervals [i1, i2] of [1, n], and the subglobes W[j1,j2] of ∂
+U (n,m) with sub-intervals [j1, j2]
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of [1,m]; in a merge-bicategory, divisibility of t at W[i1,i2] or at W[j1,j2] is what we called
divisibility at ∂−[i1,i2] or at ∂
+
[j1,j2]
in [Had18b].
To see how the divisibility of horn fillers can subsume a condition of uniqueness of
factorisations, consider the first 2-cell in (8), which we relabel
x
e\xe
t . (10)
If there is another 2-cell
x
ze
s ,
the two together form a horn in X, which by the divisibility property of t has a 3-
dimensional filler
x
e\x
ze
t
x
ze
s
,
(11)
which is an equivalence and divisible at the indicated subglobe. If X is “1-truncated”,
for example if it is the standard regular resolution of a 1-category C — so all cells of
dimension 2 or higher correspond to identities in C — then the existence of the filler
(10) implies that x factors in C as the composite e#0 e\x, while the existence of the
filler (11) implies that, if x factors as e#0 z for some other z, then e\x = z. Since x is
arbitrary, this is a “unique factorisation” property exhibiting e as an isomorphism in C.
In a similar fashion, if X is “2-truncated”, for example if it is the standard regular
resolution of a 2-category, the divisibility of (11) where indicated by the grey arrow
implies uniqueness of the factorisation of s through t. The existence of the horn filler
(11) is equivalent to t exhibiting e\x as a left Kan extension of x along e; by considering
more general horns, we can see in fact that e\x is an absolute Kan extension.
In general, divisibility of 2-generators at different subglobes of their boundary cap-
tures the universal properties of natural isomorphisms, absolute Kan extensions and
absolute Kan lifts in 2-categories.
Definition B.7. A map f : X → Y of regular polygraphs is strong if it sends n-
equivalences of X to n-equivalences of Y .
Definition B.8. A regular polygraph X is representable if, for all n-cells x of X, there
exist an n-generator x and an (n+ 1)-equivalence y with ∂αy = x and ∂−αy = x.
Representable regular polygraphs and strong maps form a category rrPol.
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Remark B.9. If x is of shape U , then y is of shape O(U) or D{n+1}(O(U)), as in Con-
struction 3.22. As in the 2-dimensional case, it should suffice to require that x and
y exist when x is a generator, or when it is a “binary” n-cell containing exactly two
n-generators.
There is a functor G : rPol→ ωGph, obtained by restricting presheaves on Globe
to its full subcategory O. We expect the following to be true, for an adequate algebraic
definition of weak higher category with an underlying globular set (possibly, a variant
of Batanin’s [Bat98] or Leinster’s [Lei04]).
Conjecture B.10. Let f : X → Y be a strong map of representable regular polygraphs.
Then GX and GY admit the structure of an algebraic weak higher category, and Gf :
GX → GY of a functor of weak higher categories.
Other statements that we expect to be true include: for any ω-category X, the
standard regular resolution PX is representable; for any topological spaceX, the singular
regular polygraph SX is representable, and all generators of SX are equivalences; and
if Y is representable, for any X, the left hom [X,Y ]l and the right hom [X,Y ]r are
representable.
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